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is the
Abstract
act Connectivity
Connecti
t one word summary for Industry 4.0 revolution. The
importance
Things (IoT) and Industrial IoT (IIoT) have been increased
mportance
tance of Intern
Internet of Thin
dramatically
industrialization and industry 4.0. As new opportunities
atically
tically with the rise oof indu
bring their
with the massive interconnected devices of the IIoT,
eir own challenges, w
cyber security
networks and
privacy of their users have become an imporrity of those
tho netw
d pr
tant aspect. Speciﬁcally,
intrusion
detection for industrial networks (IIoT) has great
peciﬁcally,
eci
n detectio
importance. For insta
instance, it is a key factor iin improving the safe operation of the
smart grid systems yet protecting
ecting the privacy of
o the consumers at the same time. In
the same manner, data streaming
when the analysis is to be pushed
reaming is a valid opt
option w
from the cloud to the fog for industrial netw
provide agile response, since it
networks to pr
brings the advantage of fast action
and also can buy time for
ction on intrusion detection
det
intrusion mitigation.
In order to dive deep in industrial
needs to be settled.
ial networks, basic ground
g
Hence, this chapter serves in this manner,
nner,
ner, by presenting basic and emerging technologies along with ideas and discussions:
s: First, an introduction of ssemiconductor
evolution is provided along with the up-to-date
ate hi-tech
tech wired/wireless communicaco
tion solutions for industrial networks. This is followed
representation
llowed
owed by a thorough
thoroug repres
of future trends in industrial environments. More importantly,
mportantly, enabling technologies
ttechnolo
for industrial networks is also presented. Finally, thee chapter
hapter is concluded
conclude with a
summary of the presentations along with future projections
ons
ns of IIoT network
networks.
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1 Introduction
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Industry 4.0 revolution can be summarized with one word: ‘Connectivity’. Connectivity will enable intelligent production with the proliferation of IIoT, cloud and big
data. Smart devices can collect various data about indoor location, outdoor position,
status information, usage patterns of the clients, etc. They have the ability not only
in gathering information, but also sharing the information amongst intended peers.
This will be beneﬁcial in building an eﬃcient manufacturing process in industrial
environments
and also in helping with the planned preventative maintenance on
ronm
machinery. The other beneﬁt is in identifying errors in the production pipeline as
possible since it is an important factor to reduce the production and mainquickly as poss
Industry 4.0 is also focusing on optimization problems in the industry
tenance costs. IIndu
devices to utilize data-driven services. Industry 4.0 and IIoT are
by using
sing smart devic
sharing, decision making based on collected data, and remote
used for complex task sh
Massive connectivity of the things and data collection/sharing
access to machinery
machinery. Massi
capability
apability
ility of those promotes security to be a major requirement for the IIoT and
Industry
stry
ry 4.0 concepts.
Semiconductor
conductor transistor
transistors aare introduced in the late 1940s and led the microprocessor revolution
1970s. Intel produced
MOS (Metal-Oxide Semiconductor)
lution
on in the 197
pr
based 4 bits 4004
microprocessor in 1971
1971. It had 2,250 transistors, 10,000nm MOS
004 microp
process and area of 112mm2 . Figure
gure 1 1 shows
show the plot of MOS transistor counts by
years. In the plots, the exponential
onential increase of
o transistor counts validates Moore’s
law - transistors in an integrated
two years. Currently, tranntegrated
tegrated circuit doubles
doub every
e
sistor counts jumped to 9 − 40 billion
lion with 7 − 12nm
12n MOS process and area of
100 − 1000mm2 . Figure 2 andd 3 shows
ows the evolution
evolutio of the
th ﬂash memory and RAM
with transistor count vs. date plot.
ot. Groundbreaking technolo
ttechnological advances in electronics started the information age which triggered major change
changes in communication
technologies such as the Internet (connectivity),
machinery, and software
nectivity),
ectivity), advanced machin
development, etc. Internet became the global
lobal communication hub, eenabling us to
exchange information instantly. Advanced electronics
lectronics
ics produced smart ddevices with
a smaller size, which constitute today’s ‘things’ off IoT and IIoT.
IoT is the proliferation of smart devices such as tablets, phones, home
hom appliances
applia
such as TVs, and other sensors, etc. The beneﬁt of using
would
g smart
mart devices at home
hom wou
be reducing electric bills and time savings etc. Managing
on
ng resource usage based
b
sensors or scheduling heavy-duty tasks like running dishwasher,
asher,
her, washing machine
mach
or dryer when the electric consumption is the cheapest. IoT devices
evices are comm
commonly
used by the hobbyist or another consumer usage, and even in industry.
stry.
try. However, IIoT
is designed for heavy-duty tasks such as manufacturing, monitoring,
g, etc.
tc. So, IIoT
uses more precise and durable (heat/cold resistant) devices, actuators, sensors, etc.
Both IoT and IIoT have the same core principles such as data management, network,
etwork,
security, cloud, etc. The main diﬀerences between IoT and IIoT are scalability
ty and
the volume of generated data and how data has been handled. Since IIoT devices
ce
generate massive amount of data, IIoT requires data streaming, big data, machine
1 Figures 1, 2, and 3 are illustrated based on data from:
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/ Transistor_count
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Fig. 1: Figure shows transistor counts in microprocessors by date between
1971-1990 (top), 1991-2010 (middle), and 2010-2019 (bottom).
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Fig.
g. 2: FGMOS transistor
tran
count
coun in Flash memory over years with capacity increase.

r
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Fig. 3: Transistor count in RAM over years with capacity
acity
city increase.
increase

learning or artiﬁcial intelligence practices. In a home network, loss of the
he generated
data would be trivial but in IIoT it is vital. The data in IIoT should be more
re precise,
recise,
continuous and sensitive. For instance, considering a monitoring system in a nuclear
nucle
power plant or a manufacturing facility should be precise, continuous and sensitive
itive
to prevent hazardous events. The implementation of IIoT in production lines or other
industrial projects, companies are aiming to reduce production or maintenance costs
and improve eﬃciency, stability, safety, etc.

Industrial networks and IIoT
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According to a key note speech2 delivered by Tom Bradicich3, the 7 principles of
the IIoT are provided as follows:
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• Big amount of analog data: Many sensors generate analog data and this data
needs to be digitized to be further treated, analyzed and stored.
• Perpetual connectivity: Devices of the IIoT are always connected. There are
three key beneﬁts of this: 1) Real-time monitoring is possible. 2) Continuous
monitoring can help us to push software-ﬁrmware updates and ﬁxes. 3) The
beneﬁt of connected devices motivates individuals and organizations to purchase
products.
produc
• Real-time data streaming: In the industry there are many safety mechanisms are
they are constantly generating data. Considering a nuclear power plant,
in use, and th
utmost critical from the operations point of view. Monitoring requires
safety is of utmo
streaming since a possible delay in data would cause disastrous
real-time
al-ti
data strea
real-time data streaming and its aggregation are really important.
events.
s. Hence, rreal-tim
• Data
ta insights: Data
D insights
insig (Spectrum of Value) in IoT seeks an answer to the
following
owing question: ““What aare you trying to achieve?”
• Time-to
me-to vs. depth-of -insight
-insigh trade-oﬀ: It is equivalent to the immediacy-of-in
knowledge
edge compared to the
tth depth-of-knowledge. For instance, while monitoring
or analyzing
nuclear power
plant
ing
g a nu
p
nt data,
da immediate attention is required, whereas
an analysis of a scientiﬁc
experiment
(data by CERN or NASA) can take
scie
periment data
d
years to uncover
problems.
er scientiﬁc
s
proble
• Visibility from Big Data:
and stored in big data envia: Once the data is collected
col
ronment, later on it should
ould be available whe
whenever it is needed for analysis or other
tasks.
• Edge computing: Data center
analytics will be shifted to
nter class computing and an
edge (latency, bandwidth, cost,, security, duplicatio
reliability, corruption, comduplication, reliab
pliance, and data sovereignty).

Improvement in big data and data streaming
aming technologies enabled organizations
to use Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) and Machine
more widely
ne Learning
ning (ML) products m
in Industry 4.0. AI and ML applications are emerging
erging
ging in health, edu
education, defense,
security, industry, etc. Many technology giants are
dollars to
re pouring billions of dolla
develop AI products such as autonomous cars (self-driving
NVIDIA,
riving
ng cars). Google, N
NVIDIA
and others are developing computer vision-based self-driving
iving
ving algorithms alo
along with
pedestrian detection, collision detection, etc. After the famous
us Urban Challenge orgao
nized by DARPA, autonomous cars brought to the spotlight once
ce again. Automo
Automobile
companies like Ford, General Motors, Nissan, Tesla, Mercedes, etc.
c.. invested billions
in R&D. Hundreds of other small companies are building Radars, cameras,
meras, computing and communication systems, other sensors, etc. According to the
he NVIDIA
developers’ blog, autonomous cars are responsible for the generation of an enormous
ormous
amount of data involved with the following equipment: Radar, Sonar, GPS, Lidar
ar and
cameras. A single forward-facing Radar (2,800 MBits/s) generates approximately
tel
1.26 TB of data per hour. A two-megapixel camera (24 bits per pixel) operating at
2 Avaliable at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3IaXvjDiOE
3 Tom Bradicich, Ph.D., VP and GM, Servers and IoT Systems, Hewlett Packard Enterprise.
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30 frames per second generates 1,440 Mbits of data per second (approximately 1TB
data per hour [31].
In computer science, the following AI disciplines are utilized for various purposes: Natural Language Processing (NLP), multi-agent systems (coordination and
collaboration - distributed resolution of problems, decision and reasoning, learning, planning, simulation), human interactions (learning, chat-bots, expert systems),
computer vision, robotics, neuroscience and cognitive science (comprehension and
simulation of the brain and nervous system), decision support (game theory, uncertainty,, ex
explicability). It is assumed that using AI and ML algorithms will contribute
eﬃciency,
ﬃciency, cost reduction and eﬀective management of industrial networks. Therefore, following AI-based algorithms are also utilized frequently: heuristics, logical
deduction and proof, reasoning, planning, scheduling, and search.
programming, d
de
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Fig. 4: IoT connectivity diagram
agram4 .

The wired/wireless communication technologies that aree being used for IIIoT
networks are as shown in Fig.44 and Fig. 5. They are also summarized here as
follows:
BLE: Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is a wireless network technology
ogyy of Personal
Area Networking (PAN), which is widely used in smart devices such as phones,
watches, wearable electronics, etc. BLE applications can be found in smart
art home,
health and sport industry. Many operating systems have native support for
or this
technology such as Android, BlackBerry, IOS, Linux, macOS, Windows, etc. BLE
L
uses 2.4 GHz radio frequencies.
4 Source: Postscapes and Harbor Research, available at:
http://postscapes.com/what-exactly-is-the-internet-of-things-infographic/
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Fig. 5: A subset
ubset
set of
o IoT and
a IIoT comm
communication technologies and protocols are
illustrated.

WiFi: Wireless Fidelity
ty (WiFi) is an IEEE 802.11 based wireless network technology that is widely used with computers,
mputers, tablets,
tablet smart
smar devices, and vehicles such
as cars, buses, drones, etc.
IPv4/IPv6: Internet Protocol versions
can be considered as the
ersions 4/6 (IPv4/IPv6)
(IPv4/I
backbone of the Internet and other packet-switched
networks. It is one of the
acket-switched
ket-switched based networ
most widely used technology in real life.
NFC: Near Field Communication (NFC)
which
C) is a communication technology
techn
devices can do connection approximately within
are
thin 4 cm distance. NFC
NF devices
de
commonly used in electronic payments, key-cards,
etc. Many
rds,
ds, electronic tickets,
ti
smartphones are supporting this technology such as Android,
oid, Blackberry, IOS, eetc.
Z-Wave/ZigBee: Z-Wave is a low energy wirelesss protocol. Zigbee is
i also a
low power (low energy consumption) wireless communication
cation
on protocol based on
IEEE 802.15.4 standard to create PAN. Z-Wave/ZigBee are commonly
ommonly
mmonly used in home
ho
automation, medical and industrial applications.
4G/LTE/5G: 4G (fourth generation), LTE (Long Term Evolution),
n), and
nd 5G (ﬁfth
generation) are dominating broadband cellular network technologies inn nowadays
mobile telecommunications.
NB-IoT: Recently, NB-IoT (Narrow Band Internet of Things) rapidly deployed
eployed
ploye
by mobile operators with the proliferation of IoT. NB-IoT is an LPWAN standard
dard
that focuses on speciﬁcally low cost, energy-eﬃcient, and indoor coverage.
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According to one of the leading sector representative5 of industrial investment
companies, IIoT will constitute one of the main pillars of Industry 4.0 and would
be described as follows: “The IIoT is a network of physical objects, systems platforms and applications that contain embedded technology to communicate and share
intelligence with each other, the external environment and with people.” By following this deﬁnition and the technological trends, economic predictors6 deduct this
conclusion: “The IIoT has the capacity to signiﬁcantly boost the productivity and
competitiveness of industrial economies, but poor supporting conditions - especially
the lack
ck of digital literacy - will hold many countries back”.
There will
w be plenty of application areas for IIoT ranging from smart cities to
agriculture, smart traﬃc to smart grid (the future of electric grid), and so
precision agri
agric
Fig. 6.
on, as shown in F

r
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Fig. 6: A subset of IoT and IIoT use cases are illustrated.
ustrated.

arious types
As discussed thoroughly in [12], IoT networks are vulnerable too various
of attacks and weaknesses. Due to the absence of a physical line-of-defense,
efense,
fense, security of such networks is of a big concern to the scientiﬁc community. Besides,
esides,
des, as
cyber-attacks on industrial environments happen more frequently and their results
res
are elevated to a devastating scale, eﬀective intrusion detection is of the utmost
mo
5 More information is available at: https://www.accenture.com/us-en/
6 More information is available at: http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20150120005160/en/
Industrial-Internet-Boost-Economic-Growth-Greater-Government
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importance of industrial networks. Hence, research regarding Intrusion Detection
Systems (IDSs) for industrial networks is arising.
Prevention and early detection of intrusions are important, especially for missioncritical industrial networks, such as smart grid systems.
For instance, data streaming concept provided in later chapters (Chapter-6), might
indeed enhance detection/response time in IDSs of the industrial networks. Hence,
future IIoT implementations can beneﬁt from data streaming not only to reduce upstreaming data size, but also to improve the security of the network especially by
enhancing
ncin the overall IDS response time.
Nowadays,
Nowada there exist example applications in industrial networks (such as smart
grid systems), where sensors can generate data at rates of ∼ 3GB (Gigabyte)’s per
hour [47, 55]. This
Th is way much beyond the Ericsson’s and Bloomberg’s expectaT
tion [2], which
was ∼ 280PB (Petabyte) of data to be generated by 680 million smart
w
sensorss per year (which is equivalent to 1 byte of information per sensor per year).
client/server
architecture of the traditional networks is not capable
However,
er, current client/se
cl
off transferring,
nsferring, stor
storing, and pprocessing such big volume of data. Hence, a sampled
version
ionn of the generated data is used. Secondary beneﬁt of data streaming would
be utilization
portioned of the mentioned big data from which IDSs
zation of the unused por
would alsoo beneﬁt.
ﬁt.
Centralized system architectures
ctures that gathe
gather all the data in the cloud to process
it cannot scale, both duee to communication
communicatio bandwidth and issues of scalability of processing accumulated
cumulated data; e.g. matching patterns of data streams,
on-the-ﬂy, is a lower-latency process
rocess ccompared to searching for patterns in
terabytes/petabytes of stored data.
ata. Due to this, oonly small fractions of generated data is actually being processed
cessed and used in such infrastructures. With
this reasoning, it is possible to see
helping resolving bottleneck
ee that besides helpin
situations, stream processing can enable
more data for applications
able usage of mor
in general and hence for IDSs as well.

So far, a brief overview of industrial networks and IIoT is prese
Section 1.
presented in Sect
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Challenges
practitioners
engess faced by the practitione
pra
and the researchers while working on industrial networkss are presented in S
Section 2.
Section 3 projects the future of industrial networks, including
ing
g the technologies that
can be adopted by. Whereas, Section 4 presents enabling technologies
nologies for indus
industrial
networks. Finally, Section 5 concludes the chapter.

2 Challenges in industrial networks

Industrial networks are subject to many technical challenges that need to be considered before, during, or after any implementation. These challenges are as follows but
not limited to:
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2.1 Wireless coexistence

Fo

Wireless coexistence stands for the safe operation of the devices that are using
wireless technology for the purpose of their communication. Especially, ‘signal
interference’ is the main problem against coexistence of diﬀerent wireless
communication standards, which might cause fading of the signals if they are
operating in the same frequency bands. This is on top of the existing wireless
communication
problems such as reﬂection, refraction, diﬀraction, scattering
omm
and free space path loss of the signals on air7. Eventually, wireless signal
interference might cause packet drop, data loss, jitter and delay in transmission,
asynchronization between the two communicating parties. Therefore,
and an asyn
while
hile designing IIoT, wireless coexistence of the devices should be maintained,
for instance
tance by providing enough physical distance in between the devices, and
or by eﬃciently dividing ans sharing the frequency spectrum that is being
used.
d.

2.2 Latency
ncy

w
ie
ev
rR

Latency, sometimes
mes rreferred to
o as delay, (fo
(for the industrial networks) is the time
passed between the release time of a speciﬁc ccommand and the start time of the
execution for that speciﬁcc command. In some speciﬁc
cases, it might be also referred
speciﬁ
s
to as the time passed in between
and
etween the data collection
co
an the output of reaction. For
instance, even with the existence
implementation, Ferrari et al. have
ence of cloud-end implemen
im
shown that, by using inexpensivee industrial
devices, the round-trip latency
ndustrial grade IIoT device
of IIoT applications can be less than
300ms
inter-continental communications
an 300
00mss for inte
inter-continen
and less than 50ms for intra-continental
Although, any ﬁgure
al communications [30]. Alth
below 300ms is considered as suﬃcient for telephony communication
communicatio to avoid undesired "talk-over" in conversations, every ms counts
industrial networks
nts when the industr
industri
are considered. Especially real-time response might
installments
ght be needed for the inst
that are involving high speed machinery with safety
tyy requirements.
requirements
These important aspects (wireless coexistence and
latency)
commud latency
tency)) of wireless comm
nication, which is the enabling technology for IIoT and IoT
oT
T networks, are thoroughly
tho
discussed in Chapter-2 of this book. Especially, next generation
ation
on wireless techn
technologies, such as 5G and the ultra-reliable low-latency communication
ication
cation (URLCC
(URLCC) are
presented including the theoretical limits and the latency. The trade-oﬀs in lowlatency communication for receivers with computational complexity constraints
nstraints are
carefully discussed. Accordingly, it is stressed that, for mission critical IIoT deployments such as the factory implementations requiring real-time response, the
he latency
is utmost important. With very stringent latency requirements and low-complex
ex
x IIIoT
receivers, the time required for the decoding of a packet (should not constitutee a
computationally demanding operation) must be also considered while analyzing the
total latency.

Industrial networks and IIoT
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2.3 Interoperability
Interoperability refers to the essential capability of various computerized merchandises or systems to promptly connect and exchange data with each other, without
facing any restriction. There are two types of interoperability issues deﬁned for
IIoT [33]:
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1. The cross-layer interoperability (also known as heterogeneity), which is deﬁned as
the orchestration
of the Open System Interconnect (OSI) layers in a seamless and
o
burden-less
way. Recently, this issue is solved by using two emerging virtualizaburdention technologies;
namely, Software-Deﬁned Radio (SDR) and Software-Deﬁned
techno
Networking (SDN)
[7]. On one hand, SDN is a network architecture based on
(
the separation
of the control plane and the data plane which makes it possible
se
to obtain a directly programmable network. This separation uniﬁes the control
planee over all kinds
of
k
o network devices, making the network conﬁgured and
optimized
status [28]. On the other hand, by providing a
imized based on the network
n
higher
in designing wireless interfaces competent enough to
her degree of ﬂexibility
ﬂexib
support
technologies, SDR [39] can be a solution for
port multiple communications
communica
commu
addressing
interoperability problems. Akyildiz et al. [53] mentioned that a vast
sing
ing the interoperab
number off devices
constitute
devic in IoTs
I
titute a fundamental challenge to the ubiquitous
information transmissions
through
networks. The heterogeneity of
transmi
rough the backbone
ba
IoT devices and the
t hardware-based,
are-based, inﬂexible
inﬂexib cellular architectures possess even
inﬂexi
greater challenges to enable
Hence, they oﬀered an arnable eﬃcient communication.
communi
comm
chitecture on wireless SDN and proposed software-deﬁned
gateways that jointly
softwar
optimize cross-layer communication
between heterogeneous IoT
mmunication
ation functionalities
functio
devices and cellular systems.
s
2. The cross-system interoperability,
the continuous
ity,
ty, which is deﬁned as maintaining
maint
operation of the networks and the systems
of diﬀerent system
stems within the existence
ex
architectures. E.g., part of an IIoT might
ight consist of Lo
LoRa-based eend-devices and
the other part might be dominated by Nb-IoT
b-IoT end-devices. This issue
iss is may be
solved by using semantic system models that
of
hat provide
rovide a deeper understanding
und
underst
the raw sensor data, by enabling AI-based machines
based
on
achines
hines to make decisions
de
ba
simple rules [25]. The design of gateways for interoperability
roperability
bility can also be
b achieved
achie
by deﬁning comprehensive centralized metadata andd deﬁning abstract models
out
mo
ou
of them that can be automatically generated for multiplee programming
ogramming languages.
langua

2.4 Sensor Data Streaming,

Data streaming is a novel and powerful tool for industrial networks, which will enhance capabilities of the data analysis teams (especially in cyber-security). However,
wever,
there are several challenges that needs to be accounted for [3]:
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Plan for scalability: Seeks an answer for how much granularity and processing
is needed on the data so that the network scales reasonably and can be kept under
control.
Plan for data durability: Seeks ways of long-term data protection while storing
the data, so that they do not suﬀer from bit fault, degradation or other corruption.
Rather than focusing on hardware redundancy, durability is more concerned with
data redundancy so that data is never lost or compromised.
Plan fo
for fault tolerance: Incorporating fault tolerance in both the storage and
processing
ocessing layers is also important.
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2.5 Safe
Safety

IIoT
T sensors and dev
devices play critical a role in industrial (manufacturing,
transportation,
safety. IIoT leverages low cost and low power devices to
sportation, etc.) safet
implement energy-eﬃcient
nergy-eﬃcien safety protocols while improving productivity. The
primary focus
problems in the manufacturing
cus oof safety is on internal
ernal risk-based
ri
pipeline to prevent broad-spectrum
ectrum issues like everyday work related to small
accidents and as well as major
ajor disasters such as nuclear accidents and incidents.
Many industrial facilities
es utilize multi-layer safety protocols8, such as process
control monitoring and
Instrument Systems (SIS), physical
nd alarms, Safety In
protection systems, emergency response (local
(loca / external) systems.

Alarms constitute a mechanism to inform
is breached for a
form a certain threshold
th
monitored event. Monitoring: Monitoring9
ing
ng99 is one of the most critical
criti components
of safety protocols. Most of the production
on pipelines require real-time
real-tim continuous
monitoring. Sensors generate real-time analog/digital
og/digital
gital data and transmit
transm them to a
control unit to analyze and perform activities based
ed
d on the monitoring
monitorin value. Latency
L
is an important problem in monitoring systems. Moreover,
is
r, physical monitoring
monitorin
mo
also important like corrosion/erosion monitoring to ﬁgure
ure out detrimental
detrimenta eﬀects.
eﬀects
Physical protection system involves following equipment:
nt: Pressure-relief valves,
va
rupture discs, stream traps, electrical switch-gear, eyewash stations,
tations,
ations, safety showers,
show
etc.
Recent trends in IIoT safety systems are as follows:
• Computer Vision (CV): The CV technology is being used for anomaly
aly detection
(in detecting physical structural or machinery problems) along with other
er IIoT
sensors.
• Wearable electronics: Involves monitoring of Vital life-signal measurements, fall
fal
detection, electric shock detection, etc.
9 More information available at: https://www.isa.org/intech/201804web/
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• IIoT security to ensure safety: Cybersecurity is also a major concern for safety
systems. All IIoT devices should be cybersecurity proof during the operational
phase. An external party like competitors or hackers should not halt or cause
physical destruction of a production facility or a pipeline. For instance, in June
2010, Iran suﬀered a cyber-attack in a nuclear facility located at Natanz via
Stuxnet cyber-worm [29]. Another major incident was on 31 March 2015, Iranian
hackers took down the Turkish power grid which caused a massive power outage
of 12 hours in 44 out of 81 cities. Approximately 40 million people were aﬀected
during
rin this outage [32].
• Robotics:
Robotic AI-driven software technologies are embedded to achieve autonomous
decision-making
machinery called robots. These devices can operate where a
decision-m
human can not.
no Such as in nuclear power plant or under the sea, etc.
n
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2.6 Security
ecurity and privac
privacy

Interfacing tthe
he sm
smart factories with
th Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) and IIoT
improves the
infrastructures, yet introduces cyber-security
he iintelligence of thee infrastr
vulnerabilities which may lead to critical problems such as system failures,
privacy violations and/orr data integrity breaches.
As the privacy of the citizens
brea
is becoming into prominence,
inence, especially in the
t EU with the GDPR act, privacy
bearing information of IIoT users such as Personal Identifying Information
(PII), need to be treated well, so
o that they will bbe kept conﬁdential [9].

As thoroughly discussed in [12], many
ny IoT networks do not
n even possess basic security elements. On average, these are the
he cyber-security analysis of today’s COTS
(Commercial oﬀ the shelf) IoT products10: 255 vulnerabilities are detecte
detected per device,
60% has vulnerable ﬁrmware’s and user interfaces,
aces, 70% do not encrypt
encryp any communications at all, and 80% fails to request password for authentication that has a secure
secure length. Henceforth, there are two main methods
intrusions
hods to ﬁght against intrusi
and cyber-attacks against IIoT. One of them is allowing
ngg intrusions to happen
hap
and
then detecting them via Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) as inn [5]. The other one
o is
prevention of attacks by means of authentication, authorization
onn and access contr
control.

2.6.1 Intrusion Detection

In practice, IDSs are installed and on demand from every aspects of technological
ological
logica
life, from corporate to universities where IT department exists. Especially, following
wing
are the topics of our interest:
• Industrial network and IIoT security
10 by COTS vendors such as ABB, Arm, Bosch, Huawei, Intel, Siemens, Netvox, etc.
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• Smart grid security
• Critical infrastructure security
• Smart city/factory/home security
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The main distinction among the anomaly-based IDS and misuse/speciﬁcationbased IDS is, anomaly detection-based systems can detect any kind of bad behavior
(theoretically) on the ﬂy but misuse/speciﬁcation detection-based systems can only
recognize previously known bad behaviors (signatures) [11].
The reasoning behind this is as follows: Misuse/speciﬁcation detection-based
systems
ems are
a designed in a way to match previously modelled attack vectors and
rules.
ules. If an incidence can be categorized in these, then it is called as an attack.
Otherwise, it is called as normal behavior. These systems work very well with the
categorized attacks up until the time of implementation. However, they
deﬁned and cat
catego
the case of new attack vectors that can not be speciﬁed with the
are quite
uite useless in th
situations, anomaly detection-based IDS is suggested. Hence it
old ones. For thes
these situa
is easy to model the normal state than the abnormal one, it is modelled to specify the
good
od (or normal) phase
ph
of the system behaviors. Therefore, it is logically opposite
of thee misuse/speciﬁcation dete
detection-based systems in which the attack signatures
and vectors
identiﬁed. So, anomaly detection-based IDS uses a kind of
ors are directly iden
identi
live reasoning
meaning that
ng algorithm,
algori
m
hat the
t decision on a future incident might diﬀer
from a past one,
if they are the
ee, even
e
he same events.
e
Besides, as menti
mentioned deeply
they are easier to setup,
eply in above discussions,
d
as modelling the normal operating
of the network is easier than
perating conditions (phase)
(p
speciﬁcally identifying each
Therefore, the next subsection is dedicated
ach attack vector. Ther
Therefore
for that.
Each of these approaches is thenn sub-classiﬁed into various
methods. The interva
ested reader is referred to [10] and
book, for a more detailed
ndd also Chapter-6 of this bo
discussion.

2.6.2 Intrusion Prevention

It is referred to as taking all necessary actions required
red in order to prevent
preven intrusions.
intrus
It might be analogically similar to theft protection systems
ystems in real-life security
securi
applications such as installment of advanced door locks, infrared
nfrared detectors, et
etc. Some
of the methods to be mentioned are as follows but not limitedd to [8]: Authentication,
Authenticat
authorization, access control, ciphering (encryption/decryption),
n), hashing, etc.

2.6.3 Runtime Security Monitoring

The runtime security monitor operates on the state of the industrial system
m and
observes anomalous behavior that occurs either by failures and operational errors
or security threats by adversaries. To guarantee its successful operation the runtime
security monitor requires knowledge about the system as well as the trusted states,
operation conditions as well as the system output information i.e. what the system
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produces. The objective of the runtime security monitor is to identify suspicious
and anomalous indicators when i.e. the system stops producing what is intended.
These are depicted as faults or security threats (Figure 7). Then, it acts proactively
by replacing the system with a so-called "reversionary" system, that is performing the minimum industrial system functionality deﬁned by the requirements. The
reversionary system ensures redundancy and reliability.

Fig. 7: Th
The conc
concept of runtime security monitoring.

w
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ence
ce oof a run
urity m
The presence
runtime security
monitor should be always coupled with an
industrial network
analyzer (Figure
the events and data that are exchanged in
ork ana
gure 7), as th
the industrial network are encoded
proprietary protocols and message formats. An
coded in proprieta
proprietar
example of a network analyzer
support for some industrial
yzer is Wireshark 11 providing
prov
protocols such as Modbus
libraries and extensions for other
us and DNP3 as wel
well as libr
proprietary protocols (e.g. Siemenss Step
St 7).

3 Future trends in industrial networks
etworks

Here, it is worth mentioning that, WSN represents
resents
nts an earlier versi
version oof sensors
(sensing devices) that have sensing, communication
capabilities to
ion
on and networki
networking capabili
set up a network and send sensed information to the data
network.
ata sink
nk throughout the netwo
IoT is evolved from WSN notion with the need of reaching
ngg those sensors and actuators
a
via global network of Internet. IIoT is a subset of the IoT especially
pecially
ally devised to sup
support
industrial automation; therefore possess most of the characteristics
eristics
ristics of generic IoT
networks. Hence, the OSI network structure of an IIoT (and IoT) consists
onsists of 5 layers as
described in [36]: Physical, Data-Link (MAC), Network, Transport, and Application.
It should be noted that Session and Presentation layers of the traditionall OSI network
model are all considered in the Application layer of IIoT (and IoT).
It is expected the future industrial networks to include more wireless technologies
ologie
ologies
such as the emerging ones 5G, LoRa, etc., in order to support the automation notion
otion
of Industry 4.0 by enabling remote command, control and monitoring of the sensors
and actuators on the factory ﬂoor. It might be expected these wireless technologies
11 https://www.wireshark.org/
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to enable Internet connectivity to industrial networks, which would eventually cause
both terms, industrial networks and IIoT to be federated under same term. Extensively
usage of automation over the industrial domain will also necessitate an increased
number of remote sensor and actuator installations, resulting in the creation of a vast
amount of data, called big data. Besides, as most industrial networks are missioncritical, the security and safety of these networks will be important. Therefore,
ﬁltering information from the big data will be one of the most challenging aspects
of the industrial networks, as a timely response is really critical in the industrial
environments.
One recent solution to this dilemma (on where to process the data)
onm
is, pushing cloud/server tasks/missions towards the edge of the network, from which
edge/fog computing emerged. Due to CISCO, fog computing extends and
the term edge/
complements the
th cloud computing with the concept of smart devices which can work
network [15].
on the
he ed
edge of the ne
chapter envision that the data streaming paradigm will be an
Authors
hors of th
this cha
the fog computing notion of the CISCO, and therefore play a
enabling
g technolog
technology for th
critical
industrial networks. Data streaming will help fog computing,
riticall role at the fu
future indus
by processing
closer to the source, decreasing the amount of traﬃc created,
rocessing
cessing the data clo
and also
response time for the queries. This will be especially
o reducing the overal
overall re
beneﬁcial in detecting
intrusions. According to the authors’ insight, in the near future,
ecting intrusi
the data streaming
paradigm (described
thoroughly in Chapter-6 of this book) along
ming paradi
ribed th
with a distributedd architecture
will be adopted
arch
adopte by industrial networks.

3.1 Industry 4.0

The industrial revolution started with the mechanizat
mechanization (wate
(water/steam power) of the
production pipelines. Steam engines aree used in productio
production and ttransportation. The
second transformation has happened once
replaced with electricce the steam powe
power is replace
ity. Breakthrough in transistor and electric circuits technology produced
produce computers
which triggered the third industrial revolution. Mass
ss device connectivity
connectiv nnudges the
fourth industrial revolution which is enhanced with smart devices
devic and advanced
ad
artiﬁcial intelligence algorithms like machine learning.
of
ning. The main components
comp
Industry 4.0 and IoT are as follows: Cloud, cyber-security,
integration,
rity,
ity, IoT, system inte
integration
simulation, autonomous robots, Big Data, augmented reality,
ality,
y, and additive m
manufacturing. The history of Industry 4.0 is well explained in Chapter
hapter
apter 4.2. Brieﬂy, the
focus of Industry 4.0 is to do optimization in computerization and
nd eliminate human
involvement in the decision-making process to eliminate human errors
rors and
nd improve
eﬃciency. This can be done with smart devices (monitoring) and automation.
mation.
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3.2 Industrial Site Indoor and Outdoor Lighting
IIoT-based systems, also in conjunction with Light Emitting Diode (LED) luminaires, intelligent controls by using RF and Power over Ethernet (PoE) technology, is
enabling signiﬁcant advancements in next-generation building lighting systems for
commercial and industrial buildings as well as street lighting. Especially, Chapter-3
of this book is dedicated for this speciﬁc application area (commercial and industrial
building lighting and in street lighting) of IIoT networks to industrial domain. The
technical,
nical economic, and market aspects of this group of technologies are discussed
and
presented thoroughly in Chapter-3.
nd presente

Fo

3.3 Smart
mart Gr
Grid Sys
Systems
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Smart
mart grid systems not only cconsist of an electricity distribution network, but also a
coupled
led
ed information netw
network on top. These systems mostly consist of smart meters,
ys of which mostly composed
com
co
nowadays
of IoT devices, hence might be a good example
of an IIoT network.
ork.
In most cases,
occur
ses,
es, bottlenecks
bottlen
ur in the upstream path of the networks. Intrusion
detection solution
(especially related to the ddata streaming) discussed in this book
n (es
(Chapter-6), aims at pushing
towards peripheral devices instead of
g the data analysis to
gathering data centrally. This kind of solution is
i oﬀered
oﬀe to provide a fast response by
removing the necessity off the round-trip messages
me
in between the smart meter and
the server. On the other hand, data streaming is also beneﬁcial
to the overall network
beneﬁ
performance due to the decreased
bottlenecks.
ed load in the aforementioned
aforementione
aforem

3.4 NarrowBand IoT (NB-IoT)

Apart from the 3GPP existing 4G and ongoing 5G standards, 3GPP is also providing
prov
standards for cellular Low Power Wide Area Network
ork (LPWAN) communication
comm
communicati
mechanisms and functionalities targeted in low-end devices,
vices,
ices, such as the ones
on used
in the IoT devices. A representative example in this category
gory
ry is
i Narrowband-IoT
Narrowband
(NB-IoT) or often referred to as LTE-M2 [45].
The NB-IoT provides low energy consumption, small volumess of data and transmission over large distances or deep within buildings. It is based on release
elease 13 of
3GPP and operates at even lower bandwidths (180 kHz/channel) andd lower data
dat
rates (20 kbps) in the licensed LTE spectrum. Mobility is sacriﬁced in favorr off better
indoor coverage and support for larger number of devices. NB-IoT is managed
ged by
cellular operators with expected costs and regulations on access to this network.
The 3GPP oﬀers three scenarios for LPWAN deployment in NB-IoT (illustrated
in Figure 8), which are namely In-Band, Guard-Band and Standalone. Speciﬁcally,
In Band makes use of the same resource block in the LTE carrier of the existing
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LTE network. Furthermore, guard-band deployment uses the unused blocks within
the LTE carrier guard band and standalone deployment utilizes new bandwidth in
comparison to existing technologies (e.g. GSM, LTE).

Fig. 8: Scenarios for LPWAN deployment in NB-IoT.
F
Fig

w
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3.5 LoRa
oRa and LoRaWA
LoRaWAN

LoRa (Long-Range) is a subclass
ubclass of L
LPWAN or Low-Power Wide-Area
(LPWA), which is a new
communications technology devised for
w class of commu
IoT network implementations.
describes physical layer communications
tations. LoRa describ
technology, which is a Chirp Spread Spe
Spectrum (CSS) to spread the signal
in the frequency band in order to get resista
resistance against wireless signal interference and fading [14]. LoRaWAN
describes all upper layer OSI stacks
RaWAN describe
to enable seamless packet transmission.
mission. Apart from
fro its earlier version (v1.0),
new version (v1.1) of LoRAWAN iss known to be secure
secu against most of the
cyber-attacks as shown in [13] and [27].
7].

LoRaWAN [38] is an openly deﬁned network protocol
communication
otocol
ocol that manages commun
between gateways and end-devices with the following
owing features: (1) establis
eestablishing
encryption keys for application payloads and network traﬃc,
gateway
aﬃc, (2) device to gatewa
pairing assignments, and (3) channel, power and data ratee selection. The devic
devices in
LoRaWAN can be of three types:

1. bi-directional end-devices with downlink followed by uplink,
k, as for example
sensor end devices,
2. bi-directional end-devices with transmission slots scheduled for downlink,
wnlink, as in
the case of actuators, and
3. always-on bi-directional devices, which is intended for low-resource devices
ices
ce to
ensure low-latency such as gateways or servers.

A reference view of the LoRaWAN architecture is provided in Figure 9. The ﬁgure
illustrates the communication between the LoRaWAN Server, the gateways as well
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as the end devices. The gateways are responsible for maintaining radio connectivity
as well as may act as transparent bridge on the network. Furthermore, they ensure
seamless network upgrade. Additionally, the LoRaWAN Server is responsible for
maintaining association with end node, conﬁguring data rates, removing duplicates
and the handling security and access control interfaces with applications. Finally, the
LoRaWAN end device in the system has a network communication and application
encryption key. All packets are transparently sent from gateways to a LoRaWAN
server without any local decryption to limit the potential risk of compromised clients
and gateways
(Figure 9).
ate

Fo
w
ie
ev
R
Fig. 9: Reference
rence architecture in LoRa
LoR

achine type communication
communicati
3.5.1 LTE (Long-Term Evolution)) for machine
communications

dard based on 3GPP’s Release
Releas 13
LTE-MTC or LTE-M is an LPWA technology standard
speciﬁcation. It speciﬁcally refers to LTE Cat M1, suitable
though
table
ble for the IoT. Even
Eve thoug
communication
both NB-IoT and LTE-M use LTE and aims in enabling low-power commu
ughput,
hput, mobility, power,
pow
in IoT devices, their main diﬀerences are in terms of throughput,
latency, and cost.
Table 1 provides insight on the diﬀerence in technology characteristics
acteristics
cs for NBIoT and LTE-M. The main diﬀerences are found in terms of mobility
y ass well as the
technology design. Speciﬁcally, NB-IoT does not provide mobility when change from
one cell to another and the User Equipment (UE) have to perform idle rejoin.
oin.
n. This
introduces a power penalty for moving devices). NB-IoT is good for sending small
all
ll and
subsequent messages, whereas LTE-M is used to send sequences of messages, such
as data streams. Additionally, LTE-M and NB-IoT have also a diﬀerence in the power
saving mode that the support. In particular, LTE-M supports several power saving
modes (e.g: deep-sleep or wake-up only periodically while connected), whereas
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NB-IoT supports the Extended Discontinuous Reception (eDRX) [35] mode, which
allows reduced power consumption for devices that are awake and remain connected.
Technology
characteristics
Bandwidth
Coverage
Mobility
Designed
g
for
Power sa
saving

NB-IoT

LTE-M

<250 kbps (Half Duplex)
20 dB
No
Message-Based Communication
eDRX [35]

384 kbps-1 Mbps (Half or Full Duplex)
15 dB
Yes
IP-Based Communication
Deep-sleep/periodic wake-up

Table 1: NB-IoT and LTE-M diﬀerences

Fo
3.6 5G
G

w
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Wireless cellular
ellular
ar technology
technolog in mobile
il communication has reached the 5G (Fifth
Generation - 201
milestone. 1G
2019) mil
G (First generation) cellular networks designed
with analog technology
nolog in 1979.
9. Whereas, 22G (Second generation - 1991, CDMA
(Code-division multiple access),
System for Mobile Communications),
ess), GSM (Global S
TDMA(time division multiple
networks are digital which supports
ltiple access)) cellula
cellular net
messaging like SMS and voicemail.
generation - 2001, EVDO (Evolutionoicemail. 3G (Third generati
Data Optimized), HSPA (Evolved
Access), UMTS (Universal
volved High-Speed Packet
Pa
A
Mobile Telecommunications System))
transfer rate ∼ 144kbit/s.
ystem))
tem)) has faster data
d
tran
which enables GPS and mobile web
eb technologies. 4G (Fourth generation - 2009,
WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for
LTE (Long-Term Evoor Microwave Access),
Acce
lution)) broadband utilizes IP and packet-switched
handle data rates
t-switched techn
technology to ha
of ∼ 100Mbit/s. 4G can be considered as thee rise off the mobile Internet.
Internet
Interne 4G cellular
networks can support the following applications:
and
s: IP
P telephony, video conference,
confere
streaming. 5G is the latest wireless technology that
connectivity
att provides the fastest
fa
connec
(download and upload speed). It has also following advantages:
connection,
dvantages:
ntages: reliable connectio
co
high-quality voice and video transmission, along with a support
upport of increased number
of connected (IoT) devices. 5G networks can be conﬁguredd with the following options: Low-Band (operates in frequencies below 1GHz), Mid-Band
Band (in the 1-10GHz
1-10G
range), High-Band (in the 20-100GHz range).
5G will aﬀect our daily communication and mobile usage habits ass well
ll as reshape
the industry. For instance, due to its video streaming capacity, it will change
ange the way
of journalism, etc. Now a single journalist can be deployed on the ﬁeld withh a 5G
connected camera to do interviews instead of a news crew with heavy equipment
ipment
pm
requirements. Moreover, 5G will contribute to adopting advanced technologies such
uc
as self-driving cars and smart things (home, factory, city, etc.).
Figure 10 illustrates an architectural view of 5G communication. The ﬁgure
divides the network into two parts, the user data part (also known as the user plane)
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Fig. 10: 5G reference architecture
Fig

w
ie
ev
rR

and the signaling
known as the control plane). This separates their concerns
gnaling part (also k
kn
as well as makes
akes
kes the
th scaling
scalin independent.
nden The control plane is supported by the 5G
transport network
Radio Access Network (RAN). Additionally,
ork and tthe latter by the Radi
the former is further
er divided into
nto fronthaul and backhaul packet networks. Backhaul
is the linkage between a base station and the
wired network, and is often
th core
c
ﬁber or coax, and in some
proprietary wireless links. In most
me cases broadband
broadband, propr
cases the backhaul network
communications to enable less
k is supported
por
by wired com
communication latency. The frontt hall network pr
provides the connection between
the cell tower radio itself (Radio
mobile network control
o Head or RH) an
and the m
backbone (the Baseband Unit or BBU)
well-known standard for this
U) and CPRI is a we
well-know
interconnection. The control plane includes
communication with
ludes additionally the comm
the IoT application servers and the EPC. Furthermore, the EPC comprises
by two
comp
gateways the Serving and the Packet Data Network
as the
etwork
k (PDN) gateway, serving
sserv
Control Plane for the network. The former is responsible
incoming and
onsible
nsible for routing tthe incomi
outgoing IP packets and the latter serves as a connection
ction point
oint between the
th EPC and
the external IP networks, called as PDN. The PDN gateway
wayy routes packets to and
a from
the PDNs and performs various functions such as IP address
dress / IP preﬁx allocation
alloc
or policy control and charging. The Serving gateway is logically
ically
cally connected to the
PDN gateway and even though 3GPP describes them independently,
ndently, in practice
they may be combined in a single hardware by network vendors.
s. Packets
kets in 5G
communication are exchanged between the cloud (application servers off Figure 10)
and the control plane. The control plane is afterwards using the standard TCP, UDP
and IP protocols to exchange packets with the user plane. The BBU is used too form
the evolved (Evolved Node B (e-NodeB) in Figure 10) the main point responsible
nsible
for the transmission/reception of IP packets to/from the control plane. The BBU
also performs packet demodulation as well as ampliﬁcation to transmit them to
the User Equipment (UE), which denotes the end devices used for communication.
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Connectivity between the user equipment UE and the core network is provided by
the E-UTRAN. The E-UTRAN is a collective term for the network and equipment
that connects mobile handsets to the public telephone network or the Internet. The
user plane contains the e-NodeB and UE consists of three sub-layers: Packet Data
Convergence Protocol (PDCP), Radio Link Control (RLC) and Medium Access
Control (MAC). In the same ﬁgure we can also observe data exchange through UDP
between the UE and the Serving gateway, which serves as a relay for the EPC.

3.7 Cloud, Edge, and Fog computing
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In Cloud Computin
Computing, collected data is streamed to a central server and data is
powerful central server which is usually far away from the data
processed
sed on a power
source. Cloud tech
technology provides various services like IaaS (Infrastructure as a
Service),
e), PaaS (Sof
(Software as a Service) and SaaS (Software as a Service). Usually,
cloud
highly scalable and almost unlimited storage for business
ud computing provides
provide highl
solutions.
really high processing power when compared to the
ns. It also provides rea
Fog/Edge computing.
latency, possible downtime, and security could be chronic
omputing. High la
issues in cloud
ud
d com
computing for IoT.
Edge Computing
processing
ting brings
br
essing power
powe closer to where the data is being generated. It does not send generated
central location directly. The data can
erated data to a cce
be processed on the devicee where the sensors are connected or a gateway device in
close proximity. Fog Computing
is very similar
mpu
mputing
simil to the
th edge computing, as it can be
considered as an extension which sets standards for ed
edge computing and speciﬁes
how edge computing should work.
ork.

Fog/Edge: Computing and storagee systems are located closer tto the edge to eliminate latency. Fog/Edge computing can bee integrated with cloud
computing if needed.
c
com
They can work as an extension of cloud computing.
Fog/Edge is haromputing. The concept of Fo
moniously compatible with IoT. The main goal
amount of sent
oal heree is to reduce the am
amo
data to reduce latency between the nodes to improve
mprove
prove the overall system response
r
time. Since the data is not transferred to a central
more
all location, it is considered
cons
secure. Autonomous vehicles, like self-driving cars, need
avoid
ed instant decision to avo
collusion or detecting pedestrians so the sensor or cameraa data needs to be aanalyzed
on the vehicle (edge) to eliminate the latency or preserve availability.
ailability. If there is a
data link between the vehicle and a remote location, there is always a possibility
of a breach or hijacking of the vehicle. It is known12 that the Iranian
nian
an cyberwarfare
unit once successfully hijacked interrupting the data-link on RQ-170
0 Sentinel
entinel UAV
manufactured by Lockheed Martin on December 5, 2011.
In avionics, many sensors are embedded on the aircrafts such as pressure,
re, speed,
engine, position, load, fuel, position, torque, steering, engine, gravity, etc. Considernsideri
ing commercial airlines to haul passengers we can say that data needs to be collected
t
12 More information available at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iran%E2%80%93U.S._RQ-170_incident
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from airplane sensors and needs to converted from analog to digital to inform the
pilots for decisions13. This example shows how the Fog/Edge paradigm is used in
commercial airlines since the data is processed on aircraft. However, considering
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) could be a good ﬁt in cloud computing since UAV
is operated from a central location based on the streamed sensor data from UAV
sensors. Another example of cloud computing could be from space crafts and orbital
satellites. Due to the hardware constraints, collected data needs to be streamed to
earth for further processing and analysis.
Table 2: Comparison of cloud, fog and edge computing concepts [15].
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Feature
ure
Cloud computing
Access
Wired or wireless
Access too the service
Through server
Availability
A
vailability
bility
Mostly available
Bandwidth
ndwidth
idt usage
High
Capacity
ty - Computing
Higher
Capacity - Storage
Higher
Connectivity
Internet
Content distributed
ted tto
Edge device
Content generator
Man made
Content generation at
Central server
Control
Centralized
C
Data analysis
Long term
Lon
Data processing
Far from da
data source
Latency
High
Location of resources (i.e. processing aand
nd storage)
Ce
Center
Scalability
H
High
Security
Weaker
Mobility
Limited
Number of users
Millions
llion
Virtual infrastructure location
Enterprise
prise server

Fog/Edge computing
Wireless
At the edge device
Mostly volatile
Low
Lower
Lower
Many protocols (Fig 5)
Anywhere
Sensor made
Edge device
Distributed
Instant / Short term
Closer to data source
Minor
Edge
Low
Stronger
Supported
Billions
B
Enterprise/User devices
Enterpri
Enterprise/U

3.8 Data Streaming

Data streaming is related with time series and optimal for detecting patterns
atterns over
ove
time. For instance, tracking and recording the length of a web session sentt for a
client side. Most of the IoT data is also well-suited to data streaming paradigm.
adigm
adigm.
Applications like security cameras, traﬃc sensors, crowd sensors, health sensors,
ors
activity logs, and transaction logs are all good examples for data streaming.
13 More information available at:
https://www.azosensors.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=1614
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Data streaming allows analyzing data in real time and gives insights into a wide
range of activities, such as metering, server activity, geolocation of devices, or
website clicks; by using some advanced computing such as real-time aggregation
and correlation, ﬁltering, or sampling. For example, in a smart grid network scenario,
the AMI can monitor instant and cumulative throughput of the users and generates
alerts when certain thresholds are reached [3].
As discussed earlier, with the wast amount of data (TBs) being created by the
collection of AMI meters in a smart grid system, bottlenecks will occur in processing
and storing
or this enormous big data. The solution to this problem might be processing
thee data cl
closer to the source (smart meters) as much as possible. Data streaming
employed at the edge of the network can help in this manner.
algorithms em
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3.8.1 Data Han
Handling aand Computing in Information Systems
This sub-section
ub-section ov
overviews ddata handling and computing. There are two types of
data handling
systems in general [41]:
andling for informa
information sy
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• One-time
Data-Base Management Systems (DBMSs) have
ime query: Traditional
Traditi
Traditio
been used
data. The primary goal of DBMSs is to store
d for de
decades to managee dat
data in a form
persistent data-set
m of per
ta-set and then run one-time queries over it.
• Continuous query:
Data stream processi
processing is one pass analysis over the data
ue
processin
on the ﬂy. In contrast to DBMSs, stream processing
employs continuous queries
proce
pr
which are queries that are issued once and ccontinu
continuously run over the ﬂow of tuples
(new data records).
As shown in the Fig. 11, stream
m processing can run the query immediately
after a new tuple arrives which in turn enables onli
online analysis. Although
DBMS is useful in applications where the updates of the database ar
are relatively
infrequent, it is ineﬃcient for modern high-volume
high-velocity
me (data size) / hig
(the speed of data generation or arrival) / high-veracity
(discrepancy) / high-veracity (discrep
variety (various data structures) data-driven applications
plications where Big Data (4
V’s) is being generated. At that point, continuous query
uery will be an eﬃcient
eﬃ
solution to be used for Big Data generating systems.

Authors of this chapter projects that, the traditional techniquee of one-time query
will be replaced by the continuous query technique in the near future
re forr the industrial networks, as it will be more beneﬁcial not only for the network provider bu
but
also for the industrial users.
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Fig. 11: Data handling
hand
in information systems. Here, R represents replica or reporting
database
se (DB) insta
instances, S represents standby DB, and M represents the active DB.

3.8.2 How
processed?
ow the data is proc
proces
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• Data fusion:
is thee process of integrating data destined from multiple
n: Data
D fusion
fu
sources to produce
accurate, and useful information.
duce more consistent,
nsistent, accura
• Sensor fusion: A speciﬁcc case of data fusion,
fusio in which data resourced from many
sensors are incorporated
ed into a meaningful and uuseful form.
• Data streaming: Continuously
tinuously
inuously generated
generate data by diﬀerent sources should be
processed incrementally using
techniques without having
sing data stream processing
proce
access to all of the data beingg produced or transmitted.
It
transm
I is usually used in the
context of big data in which it is generated by various sources
source at high speed.

3.8.3 Data Streaming Tools

As the data streaming concept grows exponentially,
already
y, a number of tools have
h
alr
gained popularity among implementer and coders [3]:
Amazon Kinesis Firehose: It is a managed, scalable, cloud-based
loud-based
d-based service which
w
allows real-time processing of large data streams.

Apache Kafka: It is a distributed publish-subscribe messaging system
ystem which integrates applications and data streams all-together.
Apache Flink: It is a Stream Processing Engine (SPE) which works on streaming
aming
data ﬂow and provides facilities for distributed computation over data streams.
ms.
s.

Apache Storm: It is a distributed real-time computation system. Storm is used
for distributed machine learning, real-time analytics, and numerous other cases,
speciﬁcally with high data velocity and veracity.
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3.9 Digital Twin
As discussed in [34], IIoT leads to the Industry 4.0, by improving the factory environments by enhancing the user interactions in between the machines and operators.
For instance, Digital Twin is one of the most intriguing technological developments
that will shape tomorrow’s industrial environments.
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Especially,
pe
as foreseen in [50], Product Life-cycle Management (PLM) of industrial environments will beneﬁt from Digital Twin concept. It will not only
way of overall production monitoring, but also enhance the predictabilease the wa
events of malfunctions, bottlenecks in the production line, etc. Up-to
ity of the eve
PLM is very time-consuming and challenging in terms of manufacturdate, P
ing,, sustaina
sustainability, eﬃciency, intelligence, and service phases of the product
design.
digital twin will enable manufacturing operators to have a digital
gn. The digi
replica
lica of all of their production lines through the entire product life-cycle.
Hundreds
will be placed in the manufacturing process environment,
ndreds of sensors w
to collect
various dimensions such as ambient conditions, operaollect data from vari
tional characteristics
the machines along with their working eﬃciency on
haracteristics of th
the job they
y are performing. All this ddata is continuously communicating and
collected by the digital twin [52].

In [1], it is clearly mentioned
technology trend of industrial IoT
entioned that: “As th
the tech
increases, digital twin technology
nology iss more ssigniﬁcant nnow than ever before.” Owing
to the improvements in IoT and
twin became very aﬀordable
d especially
ecially on IIoT, digital
dig tw
and has an enormous potential to
manufacturing industry.
o realize the future of the m
The beneﬁt provided to engineers is the fact that real-worl
products can be designed
real-world produ
and tested virtually by the digital twin. Product
management can be
roduct maintenanc
maintenance and ma
drastically improved if the real ‘thing’ of the
he production environment tto be replaced
by the digital twin within real-time precision.
IIoT is en enabling technology for Digital Twin
functionalities of
n by providing the ffunctiona
remote sensing of the sensors and remote controlling
shown in
ng of the actuators. A
As show
Fig. 12, IIoT provides the means of communications to
between
o provide the link in betwee
the real factory machinery and the digital twin equivalentt at the command cen
center of
the factory.

4 Enabling Technologies for Industrial Networks

This section14thoroughly describes most (if not all) of the enabling technologies
es for
industrial and IIoT networks, namely as follows: Ethernet, IP, PROFINET, CBA,
Modbus, TCP, CANopen, NMT, PDO, SDO, Ethernet Powerlink, EtherCAT, Ether-
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Fig.
g. 12: IIoT and Digital
Dig
Twin concept for tomorrow’s factory environments.
Tw
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CAT, V2V, V2X,
V2P, P2V,
2X, V2I,I2V,
V
V, V2N,
V2 N2V, I2N, N2I, DLMS/COSEM, DNP3,
ZigBee, and BACnet.
A
ACnet.

4.1 Recent Developments
ents
nts in Industrial
Industria Networ
Networks for Industry 4.0

Industrial automation systems are used in manufacturi
manufacturing, quali
quality control and material
handling processes. General purpose
se controllers for ind
industrial processes include
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) devices as well as sensors an
and actuators. The
exchanged data in industrial processes aree stored in powerful computers,
such as
compu
servers. The main concern in such systems is to assure
as well
ure real-time performance
performan
perform
as eﬃciency in terms of resource usage, such as the
hee energy or memory
memo consumption.
consum
Typical examples of such systems are distributed control systems or safety
saf critical
cri
systems.
The main technologies used nowadays in industrial automation
omation systems are ccalled
ﬁeldbus protocols. They provide a digital communication link
nkk between control devices (input or output), which serves as a Local Area Network
rk (LAN). Fieldbus
technologies oﬀer several characteristics, such as installation ﬂexibility,
xibility, maintainability (monitoring and maintenance are handled through the network)
ork)
k) and most
of all conﬁgurability. The latter provides a high degree of parameterization
ation in the
control devices, thus making them reasonably intelligent. The most common
onn solutions in the family of ﬁeldbus protocols rely on the Real-Time or Industrial Ethernet
ernet
[24]. Real-Time Ethernet is using the standard Ethernet communication and apply
14 This section is partially extracted from the unpublished part of the Ph.D. thesis of Dr. Lekidis [37],
the full version of which is available at: https://tel.archives-ouvertes.fr/tel-01261936v2/document
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modiﬁcations to extend it with real-time capabilities. Currently, a lot of Real-Time
Ethernet solutions are in use, but only some of them are known due to their technical
aspects and standardization status. Many of these solutions are deﬁned in the IEC
61784-Part 1 [48] and IEC 61784-Part 2 [49] international standards for ﬁeldbus
communication and rely mainly on the master/slave architecture. In such an architecture a particular device manages the network and has uniformal control over the
other devices.
The Real-Time Ethernet that employ a master/slave architecture are classiﬁed
into three
hre categories according to the implementation of the slave devices in the
system.
stem. We hereby present these categories by evenly giving characteristic examples
technologies that are mainly described by the IEC 61784-Part 1 and IEC 61784of technologie
international standards for each one of them. Moreover, for solutions that are
Part 2 internatio
internation
not includ
included in these standards, supporting material is provided.
The ﬁrst cate
category is using the TCP/IP protocol stack and hardware, such as the
controller
as well as Ethernet switches. However, it does not prostandardd Ethernet controll
c
vide
ide guarantees
uarantees for real-time performance as the communication latencies deriving
from
well as of the best-eﬀort delivery service are unprem the use of switches as we
dictablee and result in an ave
average data rate of 100 ms. Typical technology variants
averag
belonging in this
include Ethernet/IP, PROFINET Component Based Auis category in
tomation (CBA)
Modbus/TCP. The se
second category uses the same hardware, but
BA)
A) and
an Mod
employs an additional
third layer (Internet) of the TCP/IP stack,
itional timing layer
yer in the thi
in order to control access too the medium. Technology
variants belonging in this
Tec
Te
category include PROFINET
and Ethernet POWERLINK (EPL)
NET Real-Time (RT
(RT) an
(see Section 4.2.8). An important
category is that it provides better
mportant feature of this cate
real-time performance (average
age data
ta rate below 10 ms), which can be additionally
ameliorated as some of the related
latedd technologies are also ddeployed using Ethernet
hubs (e.g. Ethernet POWERLINK).
).. Finally, the third category aaims on achieving the
best possible real-time performance forr the most demand
class of applications.
demanding cla
Nevertheless, this is not feasible without
on the underlying
ut speciﬁc modiﬁcations
modiﬁ
hardware. These modiﬁcations depend on the technology
either concern
hnology and can eit
ei
the Ethernet controller or the Ethernet switches.
es. Technologies relate
related to this category include PROFINET Isochronous Real Time (IRT),
IRT), SERCOS III,
I EtherCAT
EtherCA and
TTEthernet [51]. The selection of the category as well ass the speciﬁc master/sl
master/slave
ma
solution for an application depends on its requirements and needs.
Even though Real-Time Ethernet technologies are widely
ely used for industrial automation systems, application development is still challenging,
g, due to their low level
l
complexity as well as their high expertise needed for their conﬁguration.
guration. Therefore,
a higher layer of abstraction is required, which is typically found in application-layer
cation-layer
protocols. An increasingly popular application-layer ﬁeldbus protocol is CANopen
(see Section 4.2.1), as it provides a vast variety of communication mechanisms,
echanisms,
nisms,
such as time or event-driven, synchronous or asynchronous as well as additional
dition
ditional
support for time synchronization and network management. Furthermore, it oﬀers
ers a
high-degree of conﬁguration ﬂexibility, requires limited resources and has therefore
been deployed on many existing embedded devices.
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4.2 Industrial Automation Protocols
4.2.1 CANopen

CANopen API

w
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CANopen [20] is an increasingly popular application layer protocol, belonging to
the family of ﬁeldbus protocols for networked embedded systems. Its main attributes
are the vast variety of communication mechanisms, such as time or event-driven,
synchronous or asynchronous as well as the support for time synchronization and
network
ork management mechanisms. Additionally, it provides a high-degree of conﬁguration
ﬂexibility and requires limited resources. CANopen uses a master/slave
guration ﬂ
architecture for management services, but concurrently allows the utilization of the
communication model for conﬁguration services as well as the the
client/server co
comm
model for real-time communication services. A comprehensive
producer/consumer
ucer/
m
protocol can be found in [42]. Unlike other ﬁeldbus protocols it
introduction
ion to th
the proto
master controlling all the network communication. Instead
does not
ot require a ssingle m
a CANopen
speciﬁed by a set of devices (Figure 13), which in turn use a
Nopen system is speciﬁe
set off proﬁles, in order to deﬁne the device-speciﬁc functionality along with all the
supported
mechanisms. The communication proﬁle deﬁnes all the
ed communication m
me
services that
for communication
and the device proﬁle how the deviceat can
an be used
u
fo
nic
speciﬁc functionality
made accessible.
The communication proﬁle is deﬁned in the
onality is m
ona
ssible. T
DS-301 standard [20]
[20], whereass the device pr
proﬁles providing a detailed description
on CANopen’s usage for a particular application-domain,
are deﬁned in the DS-4xx
application
applicatio
standards 15. If CANopen
conﬁgurations or data access mechanisms
n systems require conﬁ
conﬁgura
not covered by the standard
extensions can also be
rd communication proﬁle, proﬁle
p
deﬁned. These are called Frameworks
the DS-3xx standards 15.
meworks
rks and are foun
found in th

CANopen API

CANopen API

User layer

SW

HW

OD

SW

Resources
Device profile

Manufacturer profile

Communication profile

CANopen Device 1

HW

OD

Resources

SW

HW

OD
D

Resources

Device profile

Device profile

Manufacturer profile

acturer profile
p
Manufacturer

Communication profile

Communication
tion profile

CANopen Device 2

CANopen Device N

Lower−layer communication

Fig. 13: Communication in a CANopen system

15 http://www.can-cia.org/index.php?id=440
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The protocol’s communication mechanisms according to the DS-301 are speciﬁed
by standard Communication Objects (COB). All the COBs have their own priority
and are transmitted through regular frames of the chosen lower-layer protocol. They
are generally divided in the following main categories:
• Network Management objects (NMT), used for the initialization, conﬁguration
and supervision of the network
• Process Data Object (PDO), used for real-time critical data exchange
• Service Data Object (SDO), used for service/conﬁguration data exchange
• Predeﬁned
objects, specifying standard object that are included in every device.
Predeﬁ
The featured
featur objects in this category are:

Fo

– Synchronization
object (SYNC), broadcasted periodically to oﬀer synchronized
Synchron
Synchroniza
communication
as well as coordinate operations
com
communicatio
– Timestamp object
objec (TIME), broadcasted asynchronously to provide accurate
clock
lock synchronization
synchro
synchronizatio using a common time reference
– Emergency object
(EMCY),
triggering interrupt-type notiﬁcations whenever
ob
(EM
device errors are detected
de

w
ie
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All thee aforementioned objects
are stored in a centralized repository, called Object
ob
obj
Dictionary (OD),
holds
all network-accessible
data and is unique for every
D), which
w
h
netwo
device. Commonly
of a device, it supports up to 65536
only used to describe
ibe the behavior
beh
objects addressed th
through a 16-bit index. Th
The COBs are spread to distinct areas,
deﬁning communication, manufacturer and de
device speciﬁc parameters (Figure 13).
devic
The latter are left empty and are used by ma
manufacturers, in order to provide their
manufact
own device functionalities. Each OD
has also an associated data type with a
D entries
e
respective code, used to identify
ify it.
t. The supported data
d types
typ along with their code
are given by the following Table.
a type
Index
Data
Dat
OLEAN
1
BOOLEAN
2
INTEGER8
GER8
3
INTEGER16
R166
4
INTEGER32
5
UNSIGNED8
6
UNSIGNED16
7
UNSIGNED32

Table 3: Frame ﬁelds in the CAN HW/Communication Model

Furthermore, every CANopen object in the OD has a dedicated type withh respect
to the information it stores. and each type has an associated code. In particular,
ar, the
CANopen object may be either a variable (object code 7), an array (object code 8)
or a record (object code 9). The diﬀerence between the array and the record is that
the former contains sub-indexes of the same data type, whereas the latter of diﬀerent
data types.
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The OD entries are described by electronically readable ﬁle formats, such that
they are uniformly interpreted by conﬁguration tools and monitors. According to the
DS-306 standard [18] they are provided by the INI format ﬁles and termed as Electronic Data Sheet (EDS) ﬁles. These ﬁles provide a generic description of a device
type. However, since CANopen allows parametrization according to manufacturer
speciﬁcations, a speciﬁc ﬁle format exists and is deﬁned as Device Conﬁguration
File (DCF). This ﬁle describes the conﬁguration for a speciﬁc device. Nevertheless,
EDS and DCF ﬁles have limitations on the validation and presentation of the data
as well
ll aas require a speciﬁc editor. Therefore, new XML-based device descriptions
were
introduced according to the DS-311 standard [19]. These substitute the EDS
re introd
with the XML Device Description (XDD) ﬁle format and the DCF with the XML
Conﬁguration (XDC) ﬁle format. A fragment of an XDC a device description
Device Conﬁgu
Conﬁgura
Currently, the protocol supports both device descriptions.
is provided
rovide in 15. Cu
thoroughly the CANopen objects, according to the classiﬁWe hereby describe
de
cation we have prev
previously mentioned.

4.2.2 Network Managemen
Management ((NMT) Objects

w
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The NMT objects
generally transmitted
jects
ects aare gen
nsmitte by devices, which act as an NMT master
in CANopen. Upon
the reception
object a CANopen device is informed to
pon th
on of such ob
transit in a diﬀerent NMT state.
state supports speciﬁc communication
ate. Each NMT st
sta
mechanisms and objects off the CANopen proto
protocol, related to the device functionality.
The device can switch between
ween three main stat
state, named Pre-Operational, Operational
and Stopped. In the Pre-Operational
actively participate in all comrationall state a device can act
munication mechanisms related
object exchange. However,
d to
o SDO and Predeﬁ
Predeﬁned ob
the main diﬀerence with the Operational
doesn’t support PDO object
ational state is that it doesn’
exchange. In the Operational state the device
evice is fully operational
opera
aand can perform all
the functionalities that it was designed to
o do. The NMT master can also switch oﬀ
the device by transmitting a dedicated NMT
T object.. Accordingly, the ddevice has to
switch to the Stopped state stopping all communication,
support for
unication,
ation, except from the
t su
the reception of NMT objects.

4.2.3 Process Data Objects (PDO)

The real-time data-oriented communication follows the producer/consumer
er/consumer model.
It is used for the transmission of small amount of time critical data. PDOs
DOs can transfer
up to 8 bytes (64 bits) of data per frame and are divided in two types: The transmi
transmit
PDO (TPDO) denoting data transmission and the receive PDO (RPDO)) denoting
noting
data reception. Therefore, a TPDO transmitted from a CANopen device is received
eceive
eceived
as an RPDO in another device (Figure 14). Additionally, the supported scheduling
uling
modes are:
• Event driven, where the transmission is asynchronous and triggered by the occurrence of an object-speciﬁc event
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• Time driven, where transmission is triggered periodically by an elapsed timer
• Synchronous transmission, triggered by the reception of the SYNC object, further
divided in:
– Periodic transmission within an OD-deﬁned window (synchronous window),
termed as Cyclic PDO transmission
– Aperiodic transmission according to an application speciﬁc event, termed as
Acyclic PDO transmission
• Individual
polling, triggered by the reception of a remote request (see [17])
div

CANopen Device 1

CANopen Device 2

w
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Fo
TPDO

RPDO

Lower−layer communication

Fig. 14: PDO communication
F

Each PDO is described
byy two OD sub-objects:
The Communication Parameter
es
sub-obj
sub-ob
and Mapping Parameter. For
entry 1800h and 1A00h respectively)
or a TPDO (e.g. OD ent
the former indicates the way it is transmitt
transmitted in tthe network and the latter the
location of the OD entry/entries,
ntries, which
hic are mapped in tthe payload. On the contrary
for a RPDO (e.g. OD entry 1400h
respectively) the former indicates how
00h and 1600h respec
it is received from the network and
nd the latter the dec
decoding of the received payload
and the OD entry/entries where the dataa is stored.
The Communication Parameter entry
Identiﬁer
try
ry includes the Communication
Communic
(COB-ID) of the speciﬁc PDO, the scheduling
duling method, termed as transmission
type, the inhibit time and the event timer. Thee inhibit
bit time (expressed as a multiple
of 100 μs) deﬁnes the shortest and the event timer
of
er (expressed as a multiple
m
o 1 ms)
the longest time duration between two consecutive transmissions
issions of the same
sa PDO.
PD
The Mapping Parameter describes the structure of a PDO. It can be of tw
types,
two types
that is, static or dynamic. Static mapping in a device cannot
nnot be changed, whereas
whe
dynamic mapping can be conﬁgured at all times through an SDO.
DO.
In Table 4 we illustrate the sample conﬁguration and mapping
ing parameters of a
TPDO for a CANopen device. They represent how analogue input
ut data,
a, obtained
from temperature sensors, are described in the OD of the device. Accordingly,
ccordingly,
ordingly, we
also present the fragment, which describes them in an XDC format.
Example

The fragment of Figure 15 illustrates the TPDO conﬁguration of Table 4 in an XDC
format. We can observe that all the CANopen objects are deﬁned inside the construct
“CANopenObjectList". Moreover, for each object (“CANopenObject") dedicated
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Index
Subindex
Description
Value
1800h (6144)
0
Number of entries
5
1
COB-ID
641 + deviceID
2
Transmission type
255
3
Inhibit time (in ms)
1
4
Reserved
5
Event timer (in ms)
1000
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Index
Subindex
Description
Value
1A00h
h ((6656)
0
Number of entries
1
1
1st object to be mapped 6400h (25600)/Subindex 1
6400h (25600)
0
Number of analogue inputs
n
1
input 1 (in ◦ C)
30.5
:::
::::
::::
::
::::
::::
n
input n (in ◦ C)
23

Table
ble 4: Examp
Example TPD
TPDO conﬁguration and mapping parameters in the OD

elementss are also deﬁned to de
denote the sub-objects (“CANopenSubObject"). Every
sub-object has an index ((“
(“subIndex"),
) a name (“name"), a speciﬁc object code
(“objectType")) an
type of dataa that it may contain (“dataType"). Additionally,
and a typ
a sub-object includes
and its speciﬁc value in the
udes a defaultt value (“defaultValue")
(“defau
application (“actualValue"). Nevertheless, the la
latter is optional and if it not provided
in the XDC ﬁle, it is accordingly
value.
ordingly set equal to the
t default
de

<ProfileBody>
<ApplicationLayers>
<CANopenObjectList>
<CANopenObject i n d e x = " 1800 " name= " 1 s t ␣ T r a n s m i t ␣PDO␣ Communication ␣ P a r a m e t e r " o b j e c t T y p e = " 9 " subNumber= " 5 " >
<CANopenSubObject s u b I n d e x = " 00 " name= " Number␣ o f ␣ e n t r i e s " o b j e c t T y p e = " 7 " d a t a T y p e = " 0005
00 " l o w L i m i t = " 0 x02 "
h i g h L i m i t = " 0 x05 " a c c e s s T y p e = " r o " d e f a u l t V a l u e = " 5 " PDOmapping=
= " no " a c t u a l V a l u e = " 5 " / >
<CANopenSubObject s u b I n d e x = " 01 " name= "COB−ID " o b j e c t T y p e = " 7 " d a t a T y p e = " 0007 " PDOmapping=
PDOmapping " no "
u n i q u e I D R e f = " UID_PARAM_180001 " / >
<CANopenSubObject s u b I n d e x = " 02 " name= " T r a n s m i s s i o n ␣ Type
PDOmapping= " no "
ype " o b j e c t T y p e = " 7 " d a t a T y p e = " 0005 " PDOm
u n i q u e I D R e f = " UID_PARAM_180002 " / >
<CANopenSubObject s u b I n d e x = " 03 " name= " I n h i b i t ␣ Time " o b j e c t T y p e = " 7 " d a t a T y p e = " 0006
00 " PDOmapping= " nno "
u n i q u e I D R e f = " UID_PARAM_180003 " / >
<CANopenSubObject s u b I n d e x = " 05 " name= " E v e n t ␣ Timer " o b j e c t T y p e = " 7 " d a t a T y p e = " 0006 " PDOmapping=
PDOmappin " no "
u n i q u e I D R e f = " UID_PARAM_180005 " / >
<CANopenObject >
.....
<CANopenObject i n d e x = " 1 a00 " name= " 1 s t ␣ T r a n s m i t ␣PDO␣ Mapping ␣ P a r a m e t e r " o b j e c t T y p e = " 9 " subNumber= " 9 " >
<CANopenSubObject s u b I n d e x = " 00 " name= " Number␣ o f ␣ e n t r i e s " o b j e c t T y p e = " 7 " d a t a T y p e = " 0005 " a c c e s s T y p e = " r o "
d e f a u l t V a l u e = " 1 " PDOmapping= " no " a c t u a l V a l u e = " 8 " / >
<CANopenSubObject s u b I n d e x = " 01 " name= "PDO␣ Mapping ␣ E n t r y " o b j e c t T y p e = " 7 " d a t a T y p e = " 0007 " PDOmapping= " no "
u n i q u e I D R e f = " UID_PARAM_1a0001 " / >
< / CANopenObject >
<CANopenObject i n d e x = " 6400 " name= " Read ␣ Analog ␣ I n p u t ␣16 − b i t " o b j e c t T y p e = " 8 " subNumber= " 13 " >
<CANopenSubObject s u b I n d e x = " 00 " name= " Number␣ o f ␣ e l e m e n t s " o b j e c t T y p e = " 7 " d a t a T y p e = " 0005 " a c c e s s T y p e = " r o "
d e f a u l t V a l u e = " 12 " PDOmapping= " no " a c t u a l V a l u e = "N" / >
<CANopenSubObject s u b I n d e x = " 01 " name= " A n a l o g I n p u t 1 6 _ 1 " o b j e c t T y p e = " 7 " d a t a T y p e = " 0003 " PDOmapping=
Omapping= "TPDO"
u n i q u e I D R e f = " UID_PARAM_640101 " / >
.....
<CANopenSubObject s u b I n d e x = " 01 " name= " A n a l o g I n p u t 1 6 _ N " o b j e c t T y p e = " 7 " d a t a T y p e = " 0003 " PDOmapping=
ping=
= "TPDO"
u n i q u e I D R e f = "UID_PARAM_64010N" / >
<ApplicationLayers>
.....
</ ProfileBody>

Fig. 15: TPDO conﬁguration in an XDC CANopen speciﬁcation
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4.2.4 Service Data Objects (SDO)
The service oriented communication follows the client/server model. It supports
large, non-critical data transfers and uses three modes to allow peer-to-peer asynchronous communication through the use of virtual channels:
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• Expedited transfer, where service data up to 4 bytes are transmitted in a single
request/response pair.
• Segmented transfer, where service data are transmitted in a variable number of
request/response
pairs, termed as segments. In particular it consists of an initiation
request
request/response
followed by 8-byte request-response segments.
request/re
• Block transfer,
transfe optionally used for the transmission of large amounts of data as a
sequence of
o blocks,
bloc where each one contains up to 127 segments.

CANopen
ANo
Device 1

CANopen Device 2

Tx−SDO

Tx−SDO

Channel p

Channel p

ID1

ID1

Data

Data

Lower−layer commun
communication

Fig.
ig. 16: SDO communication
communi

eive
ve or request an SDO,
SD therefore
ther
A CANopen device can either receive
these objects
are not separated as the PDOs, instead
according to their
d they are disting
distinguished acc
ion
on is always initiated by a dde
identiﬁers (Section 4.2.6). The communication
device deﬁned
theless information is eexchanged
as client in the network towards the server, nonetheless
Uploa
former is used when
bidirectionally with two services: Download and Upload
Upload.. Thee form
la
the client is attempting service data transmission too the server, whereas the latter
rvices
vices the use of th
the virtual
when it is requesting data from the server. In both services
ansmitted (Figure 16),
channel ensures that the received SDO is identical to thee transmitted
unlike in PDO communication. Each request or receive SDO uses
ses byte 0 as metadata,
metad
containing important information about the transmitted objectt and reducing the
payload to seven bytes per frame. This byte includes the command speciﬁer,
iﬁer, which
indicates the type of the frame, that is initiate or domain segment and
ndd request or
response. The command speciﬁer is either termed as client command speciﬁer
(ccs)
ciﬁerr ((ccs
ccs))
for the client device or server command speciﬁer (scs) for the server device.
ce. For
Fo
the initial request/response pair byte 0 also determines which of the three modes
odes
is used (see [20]). If transmission errors are detected either on the client or the
server side, data transfer is aborted through the SDO abort frame. SDOs are used for
conﬁguration and parametrization, but also allow the transmission of a large quantity
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of asynchronous data, consequently they are always assigned a lower priority than
PDOs.

4.2.5 Predeﬁned objects
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These speciﬁc objects provide additional functionalities to the protocol. Their transmission is following the producer/consumer communication model. Particularly, the
SYNC
C and
a the TIME object are always transmitted from a speciﬁc device (Producer),
according
cording tto the OD speciﬁcation, whereas the EMCY object can be transmitted by
any device in the network (dynamical conﬁguration). The Predeﬁned objects are
with a high priority, in order to be transmitted as soon as possible.
always assigned w
The SYNC
object
S
objec is used to enable synchronized operation. Yet, if the transmission
n is handl
handled by tthe CAN protocol the derived delays due to non-preemption
jitter. Thus, if it does not provide the required accuracy for
can result
ult to a cert
certain jitte
the
CANopen enables the use of the TIME object, containing a
he synchronization,
nchronization CANop
reference
implementing a diﬀerent synchronization mechanism,
rence
nce clock time. Tho
Though im
this object
ect is used for accura
accuracy, measuring the diﬀerence between theoretical and the
actual transmission
nsmission
ion time of tthe SYNC and transmit it through a subsequent PDO.
The EMCY
internal error conditions in a device and transY ob
object is used in interna
mitted as an interrupt,
other devices. However, no notiﬁcation is
errupt, in order to notify oth
present when the internal error
thus the other devices cannot know the
ror is ﬁxed and th
thu
change of condition. Consequently,
is not considered mandatory
sequently, its implementation
implementa
implem
in CANopen systems.

4.2.6 Network conﬁguration

Considerable complexity in CANopen systems is found in the con
conﬁguration and
allocation of a frame identiﬁer to each COB.
OB. As CANopen allows pparametrization the allocation scheme can be conﬁgured
manufacturer
d according
cording to speciﬁc man
requirements, however suﬃcient attention must be given to the priority gro
group of
each object. Therefore, to reduce the complexity of CANopen
development,
open system developme
dev
a default allocation scheme is provided for applications using
sing CAN as the lower-layer
low
communication protocol. This scheme is named Predeﬁned
d Connection
onnection Set. As deﬁned by this scheme, every object is assigned an identiﬁer (COB-ID)
COB-ID) according
accordin to
Table 5, derived from its priority in the protocol. Nevertheless, each frame has its
own identiﬁer, since the COB-ID is augmented by the speciﬁc identiﬁer
tiﬁer of the node
transmitting it. Every device can use up to four TPDOs, four RPDOs, one
nee EMCY and
one SDO. All the COB-IDs can be conﬁgured, except of the SDOs, if the particular
ticular
device allows it.
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Communication Object
NMT
SYNC
EMCY
TIME
TPDO1
RPDO1
TPDO2
RPDO2
TPDO3
RPDO3
TPDO4
RPDO4
Tx-SDO
Rx-SDO

COB-ID
0
128
129
256
385-511
513-639
641-767
769-895
897-1023
1025-1151
1153-1279
1281-1407
1408-1535
1536-1663

Table 5: Predeﬁned Connection Set
Tabl

4.2.7 Application
development with CANopen
plication
ion developm
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Apart from its use in automotive
ve systems as a high-level protocol on top of CAN,
CANopen can be used as an application layer protocol
in industrial automation sysppr
tems where it is integrated
Ethernet technologies. The integration
ed with Real-Time E
Ethern
with many of those technologies
existence of a gateway [54] or a
ologies is facilitated by the ex
proxy [4]. Nevertheless, a possible
ssible constraint in this
th case are the additional latencies
that often have a strong impactt in
performance. Therefore, a direct
n the real-time pe
performa
integration of CANopen as an application
lication
ication layer proto
protocol along with its communication and device proﬁles is often preferred
red
d as an industrial ssolution. Two technologies
facilitating this integration are Ethernet POWERLINK (EPL) (Sec
(Section 4.2.8) and
EtherCAT [43]. In particular, it can be integrated
Real-Time Ethernet
grated with
ith many of Real-T
Real-Tim
technologies, however this usually implies the.. Both
fully the
oth technologies support
su
CANopen communication proﬁle, in order to describe
cribe its services and mechanisms
mecha
into a real-time Ethernet environment. Nevertheless, in many implementations
EPL
implementat
E
is preferred over EtherCAT, since it does not require any
nyy speciﬁc hardware modiﬁcations and is more suitable for the transmission of large amounts
mounts
unts of data.

4.2.8 Ethernet Powerlink (EPL)

ETHERNET Powerlink (EPL) [49] is a commercial protocol for industrial
al automautomation systems based on the Fast Ethernet IEEE 802.3. One of protocol’s major advanadva
tages is that it can operate with either the use of Ethernet switches or hubs, depending
ding
on the temporal constraints of the application. To overcome the eﬀect of collisions
occurring in standard Ethernet systems, EPL uses a TDMA technique (deployed
in the data link layer), which is based on a mixed polling and time slicing mecha-
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Manager Node

nism, called Slot Communication Network Management (SCNM) (Figure 17). This
technique uses a special node, referred as Managing Node (MN), to grant the slave
devices, referred as Controlled Nodes (CN’s), access to the medium only when they
are polled. The use of SCNM hampers the direct deployment of standard Ethernet
devices in the network, as they would corrupt the access mechanism. To overcome
this limitation dedicated gateway are connected to control the communication traﬃc
of standard Ethernet devices. The supported topologies in EPL are the line and star
topology.
Start
tart Phase
Phas
SoC
C

Isochronous Phase
PReq

Control Nodee

Fo
PRes

Asynchronous Phase
PReq

PReq

PRes

Idle Phase

SoA

PRes

Send

Fig. 17: EPL cycle
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EPL supports
periodic and event-based
orts
rts periodi
ent-bas data exchange during a cyclic period
of ﬁxed duration.
This period is divided in four phases, namely the starting, the
n. Thi
isochronous, the asynchronous
phase. The synchronized transition beous and the idle ph
pha
tween phases is done through
by the MN device. More
ough broadcast frames
fram initiated
in
speciﬁcally, the reception of the Start of Cycle ((SoC)
by the slave devices ends
SoC) frame
fr
the starting phase and accordingly
rdingly
y begins the isochronous
iso
isochrono (cyclic) phase. During
this phase the MN polls progressively
a PReq unicast frame, in
ssively
vely every CN through
thr
order to receive their data responses
PRes
ess through the subsequent
subs
PR frames. The PRes
frames are also broadcasted, in order to
distribution amongst all the
o facilitate data di
distributio
remaining nodes. Having polled all the CN devices in the EPL net
network, the MN
broadcasts the Start of Asynchronous (SoA)) frame, to indicate the beginning
of the
beg
begin
asynchronous period. This period allows a single
(Send in
gle asynchronous transaction
tran
Figure 17) to be performed. This transaction might
EPL data
ght be an asynchronous
asynch
frame (ASnd frame), detection of active stations (IdentRequest
dentRequest
Request frame), or even a
standard Ethernet data frame. All the asynchronous transactions
in
ansactions are enqueued
enqu
the MN, in order to be transmitted according to their priority.
ity. As the asynchronous
asynchron
period is used for the exchange of large frames, the EPL cycle includes
ncludes the idle phase
p
to ensure that the ongoing transaction has ended.

4.2.9 EPL frame format

EPL frames (Figure 18) are encapsulated and transmitted in the Data ﬁeld of IEEE
EEE
802.3 standard Ethernet frames. Therefore, their main diﬀerence with the legacy
Ethernet frames is the Ethernet Type ﬁeld of the Ethernet frame, which is set to the
hexadecimal value 88ABh. An EPL frame consists of ﬁve ﬁelds: the Message Type,
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specifying the type of EPL frame (as deﬁned above), the EPL source and destination
addresses, the EPL data to be exchanged and an optional padding. The Message Type
ﬁeld can contain one of the values present in Table 6.

Preamble
SoF
(7 bytes) (1 byte)

Destination
Address
(6 bytes)

Source
Address
(6 bytes)

EPL Message
Type
(1 byte)

Ethernet
Type
(2 bytes)

Data
(46−1500 bytes)

EPL
Source
(1 byte)

EPL
Destination
(1 byte)

FCS
(4 bytes)

EPL
Padding
Data
(0−1496 bytes) (0−43 bytes)
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Fig. 18: EPL frame format

Message Typ
Message
EPL frame type
Type
011
Start of Cyclic (SoC)
03
0
Poll Request (PReq)
P
04
Poll
P
oll Response
R
(PRes)
05
Start
S
tart off As
Asy
Asynchronous
(SoA)
066
Sen (ASnd
Send
ASn or IdentRequest)
Table 6: Message
age Type ﬁeld of EPL frame
f

dresses
resses for each fram
frame are sp
The EPL source and destination addresses
speciﬁed according
to the Table 7. Speciﬁcally, we can denotee that for each EPL node the
there is a unique
th CN’s have
address, except from the MN which is alwayss equal to 240. Likewise, the
de to address itself.
itsel Finally
an id in the range 1-239 and 253 is used by a node
Finally, as the
es, extra padding data is add
minimum Ethernet II frame size is equal to 64 bytes,
added to
amee can be up to 43 bytes.
b
the packet. The size of the data padding in an EPL frame

4.2.10 Application layer proﬁle

mmunication
EPL is fully integrated with the CANopen protocol as well as its communication
acilitates
cilitates the
and device proﬁles as presented in Section 4.2.1. This integration facilitates
onment.
ment.
description of its services and mechanisms into a real-time Ethernet environment.
As a result of the integration, CANopen’s objects are encapsulated into lowerlayer EPL frames. Initially, during the isochronous phase of the EPL cycle (Figure
17), data relevant to the application are stored and exchanged through Process Data
Objects (PDOs). To this regard, the MN sends a TPDO to each CN via a PReq frame
which, in turn, stores the data in one or more RPDOs and responds with a TPDO
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Address
EPL node
0
Invalid
1-239
Controlled Node (CN)
240
Managing Node (MN)
241-252
Reserved
253
Self diagnostic identiﬁer
254
EPL to legacy Ethernet router
255
Broadcast identiﬁer
Table 7: EPL node addressing

Fo
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PRes frame. Moreover, in the asynchronous phase conﬁguration
encapsulated
sula
in a PRe
through Service Data Objects (SDOs), respectively encapsulated
data are exchanged throug
in ASnd
nd frames.
fra
Dictionary (OD) to store all the network-accessible
EPL
L also uses the O
Object D
data. Itt may also contain a maxi
maximum of 65536 entries as well distinguished in the
communication,
manufacturer and device speciﬁc categories. The OD entries are
ication, manufactur
manufacture
described only
XDD and XDC
ﬁle formats, similar to the one presented in
nly
y by tthe XD
DC ﬁ
Figure 15.
Even though thee CANopen
communication proﬁle is fully integrated in EPL, there
C
are also minor diﬀerences between them as for w
with the SDO channels, which is are
deﬁned and conﬁgured during initialization iin CAN
CANopen, but instead EPL allows
a dynamical conﬁguration of thesee channels.
channe Another diﬀerence lies on the transmission of unconﬁrmed segment
segmented data transfer in EPL,
ent frames
rames during the segme
whereas as mentioned in Section 4.2.1 CANopen seg
segments ar
are always conﬁrmed. A
method for conﬁrming the transmission
sionn when large amounts
amo
of conﬁguration data
need to exchanged is through the use off multiple expedite
expedited SDO transfers.
tra

4.2.11 Application development with EPL

When developing applications in EPL the most frequent
priority
quent
uent challenges (by priorit
level) that may arise are:

1. Separation of functionalities between the EPL nodes. Thee developer shoul
should be
able clarify and implement a diﬀerent behavior for each EPL node, according to
the type of EPL application. As an example in a sense-compute-control
ntrol application
the MN node is not only used for polling, but the CN’s may often require
ire
re dedicated
data from it, in order to perform actuations. This is handled in the EPL
L cycle
ycle by
supporting transmission capabilities to the MN node using proper conﬁguration.
rati
ration.
Therefore, the developer should be able clarify and implement a diﬀerent behavior
vio
for each EPL node.
2. Mapping of application-speciﬁc functionality to the Object Dictionary entries. Once a clear functionality separation is deﬁned, the developer should assigns
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speciﬁc entries to the Object Dictionary for handling the network conﬁguration
as well as the exchange of time critical or asynchronous data in the application.
This task should be done in respect to the CANopen proﬁle and thus requires high
expertise, in order to deﬁne the correct data encoding and object linking and may
be time consuming if the application’s behavior is complex.
3. Selection of the EPL conﬁguration parameters. EPL applications are characterized by strict timing constraints. Therefore the selection of parameters, such as
the cycle duration, the timeout for acquiring the polling responses, the tolerance
timeout
meo in the CN’s for receiving the SoC frame and the maximum transmitted data during the asynchronous phase, determines to a large extent the EPL
application functionality. The selection of these parameters also depends on the
characteristic of resource-constrained devices (e.g. computational platforms),
characteristics
which are chosen in the underlying hardware architecture.
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aforementioned challenges we can reason that the correct conﬁguration
From the aforem
aforemention
devices is of vital importance in EPL application develof the MN and the CN dev
opment.
ment.
nt. To this end, an open source (BSD Licence) tool for the development of
applications
Powerlink (EPL) was deﬁned, named openPOWERLINK
ations with Ethernet P
Powe
[6]. openPOWERLINK
POWERLINK is an open source (BSD Licence) Real-Time Ethernet stack
provided by SYSTEC
electronic 16. open
openPOWERLINK is developed using a layered
YSTE elect
approach, which
segments the system
h segme
stem in a hhierarchical way, namely the user and the
kernel part. The former
application layer of the EPL protocol and
orm implements
ements the appli
provides an API for the development
applications. It contains an implemenvelopment of EPL aappl
tation for the OD, as well
Error Handler and Event Handling
ell
ll as the PDO, SDO,
SDO Erro
modules. The latter implements
(DLL) of the EPL protocol and
ments the Da
Data Link Layer (D
the necessary drivers to communicate
It also contains an Event
municate
cate with the hardware.
hard
Handling module as well as implementations
Ethernet and a time-critical
plementations
lementations for aan Ethern
driver (for the time slicing mechanism).
module is responsible
sm).. The Event Handling
Handl
mo
for delivering events, which are related to object dictionar
accesses, completion of
dictionary accesse
SDO transfers, conﬁguration and stack errors
interact with each
rors etc. The two parts inter
other by message passing through the Communication
unication
ion Abstraction Layer
Lay ((CAL). All
the processes deﬁned above the CAL have a high-priority
whereas the
h-priority
-priority in the stack,
sta wher
ones below have a low-priority. The overall architecture
openPOWERLINK
ecture off the openPOWERLI
openPOW
stack is illustrated in Figure 19. In order to allow NMT
the
T functionalities related
relat to th
CANopen protocol (Section 4.2.2) openPOWERLINK supports
pports an additional N
NMT
module to manage the NMT state machine. The Managing Node
ode
de can use this module
mod
to set its or the Controlled Nodes’ state machines into four states,
s, namely PreOperational1, PreOperational2, ReadyToOperate and Operational. In the PreOperational1
perational1
state all the modules are stopped, the PreOperational2 allows the functionality
ionality
nality all the
modules except from the PDO and the ReadyToOperate is a transitional state where
the PDO module before moving to the Operational state.
openPOWERLINK handles communication between diﬀerent layers of the stack
using dedicated methods, such as variable linking. This method deﬁnes speciﬁc API
variables, called process variables, which are accordingly linked with entries of the
16 http://www.systec-electronic.com
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EPL Application

API
Event
Handling
NMT

Error
Handler

OD

PDO

SDO
User part

Communication Abstraction Layer
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Data Link Layer

Event
Handling

Ethernet
Driver

Time−critical
Driver

Kernel part

EPL Hardware
E

Fig. 19: openPOWERLINK
penPOWERLINK
OWERLINK stack
sta architecture
arch

OD. The process variables are also used
d to realize communication
commun
iin the isochronous
phase of the EPL cycle through the PRes frames.
process variables
rames. Two main types of pro
are used in the stack, namely input and output
former handle
ut process
ess variables. The for
fo
the processing as well as manipulation of sensor/actuator
conversion,
r/actuator
ctuator data (i.e. A
ATD con
encoding/decoding, data display) and are also initiating
On the
tiating data transmi
transmission. O
other hand the latter are useful for data reception.
Further techniques in the openPOWERLINK stack iss the assignment of
o higher
priority to data handling during the EPL cycle than eventt handling.
andling. This ensures
ensu
its real-time behavior and is accomplished with the use of threads.
reads.
eads. Furthermo
Furthermore, it
supports real-time communication between modules of one or several
everal
veral layers is the
presence of asynchronous callbacks. Callbacks are functions that are
re passed as an
argument to another function and are commonly using in event-driven programming.
ogramming.
In this way a callback is used to subscribe to an event and accordingly invoked
kedd when
the event happens. As an example, in openPOWERLINK callbacks are used in the
EPL Application for data transmission in which case a callback has to be deﬁned fo
for
the communication with the user as well as the kernel part. The most commonly used
callbacks in openPOWERLINK deﬁne communication between the Communication
Abstraction Layer (CAL) and Data Link Layer for the kernel part as well as between
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the EPL Application and the API layer for the user part. The former is used to update
the values of the process variables during the EPL cycle and the latter to provide
event-based notiﬁcations from the user part modules (i.e Event Handler, OD, PDO,
SDO) to the EPL Application.
Until now we have presented techniques which are used in openPOWERLINK
to successfully address and handle the aforementioned challenges. The described
techniques can be used for the development of functional applications in openPOWERLINK, which is sequential and relies on the following steps.
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1. The MN should detect and access the connected CNs in the EPL network through
an Ident Request
R
2. The Object Dictionary
entries in the CNs are initialized by dedicated SDO frames
D
in the asynchronous
phase of the EPL cycle
asynchron
async
3. Thee process
variables
pr
variab of the EPL Application layer should be linked with entries
of thee OD module
for each node (MN or CN). Once linked, a modiﬁcation of a
mod
process
signal the API layer to update the dedicated
cess variable will automatically
auto
entry
ry in the node’s OD.
O
4. Implementation
plementation of the callback
ccallba between the Communication Abstraction Layer
(CAL)) and the Data Link Layer
for the kernel part.
L
5. Implementation
the EPL Application and the API layer
ntation
ation of the callback between
betw
for the user part.

Application developmentt for a Controlled Node
Nod

The CN should be able to reply
polled by the MN
ly in certain time frames
fram whenever
wh
device. It is conﬁgured accordingg to the following steps:
ste
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reply to the MN’s Ident Request
Link the API process variables to the OD
Store the API process variables in the OD
D
Implement the callback function called by thee event
vent handling module
mod in the
th kernel
part
5. Implement the callback function called by the APII layer
yer in the user part

4.2.12 EtherCAT

EtherCAT17 (Ethernet for Control Automation Technology) is developed
ped by Beckhoﬀ
Automation Inc. as an Ethernet-based Fieldbus system. The main objective
ve was using
Ethernet in automation applications with short response time (≤ 100 μs) and
nd low
jitter for accurate synchronization (≤ 1 μs)). To sum up, the EtherCAT protocol
ocol is
oco
an optimized Ethernet protocol devised for short cyclic process data.
17 More information available at:
https://www.ethercat.org/en/technology.html
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4.3 Future directions: Interaction with the IoT ecosystem
4.3.1 Wireless and cellular infrastructure
Industrial devices (e.g. PLCs) can communicate with the Cloud to perform data
processing and analysis as well as allow remote maintenance and troubleshooting
from operation engineers. Data exchange is can be performed by integrating the
industrial devices with solutions that belong in 3 main categories:
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• 5G radio
radi access technologies: This technology provides wide area, broadband
access. The 5G technology is currently in the process of conceptual development
and standardization
by the World Radiocommunication Conference (WRC). The
standardiz
standard
5G technology
is expected to have a speciﬁc V2X aspect of the 5G technology
tec
in a practical
practica scale after 2020. However, in this document we are leveraging the
limited
standardization to illustrate conceptually its main scope and architectural
ed standard
view.
w.
• Pre-5G
Multiple cellular technologies were identiﬁed
e-5G radio access technologies:
ttechnolo
by the
Project (3GPP), LoRa Alliance and other
he ETSI 3rd Generation
Generati Partnership
P
organizations,
IoT [46] , Long Term Evolution for Machines
zations,
ations, such as Narrowband
Nar
Na
(LTE-M) [44],
considered. Even though these technologies are
44], LoRa are
a [38] consid
already used in V2P
V2P/P2V, thee main chall
challenge when adopting them in other V2X
communication types are reliability and saf
safety, which are currently not addressed
safe
in the scope of Low-Power
wer Wide Area Networks
Network (LPWAN).
Netw
• Non-cellular technologies
gies providing wireless
wirele access:
acce IEEE has deﬁned diﬀerent
standards for wireless communication,
and 802.11p, however
ommunication,
ication, such as 802.11ac
802.
only 802.11p is ﬂexible in terms
and oﬀers
ermss of throughput an
oﬀer higher reliability, even
though its maximal throughout is more limited tha
802.11ac (from 3 to 27 Mbps
than 802.11a
raw data rate). The reason behind this
particularly
his is that 802.11p was designed
de
for for safety-related Vehicular Ad-hoc
including
the V2V
oc NETworks (VANET),
(VA
inc
and V2I/I2V concepts. IEEE 802.11p technology
echnology
chnology is currently fully sspeciﬁed and
already deployed in diﬀerent locations.

The following paragraphs start with a descriptionn of the scenarios supported
supporte by
su
802.11p communication and cellular communication. This
descriphis is followed by a descrip
tion on both the 802.11p and 5G technologies. In the scope
ope
pe of this section we
w focus
on these two technologies, because, to the best of our knowledge,
dge,
ge, they are considered
conside
as the leading candidates for V2X communication.

4.3.2 Connected cars

Industrial IoT technologies allow vehicles to evolve by the integration of technologies
logies
that allow them to take decisions autonomously without any human intervention. This
h
allows vehicles to communicate with many external entities in context that is now
referenced as Vehicle to Everything (V2X). V2X enables the following scenarios in
vehicles:
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Vehicle-2-Vehicle (V2V)
Vehicle-2-Infrastructure/Infrastructure-2-Vehicle (V2I,I2V)
Vehicle-2-Pedestrian (V2P) / Pedestrian-2-Vehicle (P2V)
Vehicle-2-Network (V2N) / Network-2-Vehicle (N2V), 5) Infrastructure-2-Network
(I2N) / Network-2-Infrastructure (N2I).

These types along with their interactions are demonstrated in Figure 20.
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Fig. 20: V2X communication
communic
commun
types

ration would be
b the ﬂeet management by each
The ultimate goal of thee integration
industrial manufacturer, that would
and monitoring for
ld allow remote diagnostics
diagnos
d
each factory-built vehicle. Speciﬁcc use-cases for ﬂee
ﬂeet-management are:
ﬂeet-managem
• Fault prediction based on analytics
• Remote maintenance
• Energy management

4.3.3 Smart grid (e.g. DNP3, DLMS/COSEM protocols)
ocols)
ols)

Industrial IoT technologies bring a revolution also to the traditional
aditional power grid.
g
Speciﬁcally, the traditional power grid consisted of isolated small
all systems and was
limited to small geographical areas, which led to local power generation,
ation, local
limited transmission capabilities and local power distribution. Instead by
y integrating
IoT technologies the power grid transitions towards the smart grid, where
here
ere all the
systems are interconnected. To understand more on the interconnection off smar
smart
grid systems we illustrate in Figure 21, the four main systems that they are composed
posed
of as well as the assets (i.e. devices) that handle data exchange in them [40]. A
detailed explanation of the main systems also follows:
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Fig. 21: Smart grid architecture based
ed
d on NIST Smart Grid
G Conceptual
Con
Model.

• Generation: The utility company has dedicated
generators, to protedd assets, called generators
ge
vide substations with enough energy, which they
hey can distribute tto the uutility
substations.
• Transmission: The utility substation of the energy distribution
istribution company
compan is responsible for distributing the electricity to entire cities or neighbourhoods.
eighbourhoods. In this
system we can also ﬁnd switching, protection and control equipment,
quipment, and circuit
ci
breakers in order to interrupt any short circuits or overload currents that may
occur on the network.
• Distribution: It is handling the dispatch of energy through the Utility
ility Access
Points and associated assets, called transformers, responsible for converting
rting
ng high
voltage power used in power lines to lower voltage power that can be used safely
fely in
fel
residential homes and businesses. This system also includes data concentrators,
or
that are responsible for calculating the diﬀerence between the actual energy
consumption in each individual house and compares to an estimated consumption
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that is associated with historical consumption data for each house as well as with
the climate conditions in the house area.
• Consumption: This system concerns the usage of electricity in the consumer
houses or factory buildings that employ smart appliances and smart meters in
order to manage and optimize the energy consumption in the system. Smart
meters are an important source of distributed intelligence for the smart grid and
hence are often referred to in literature as Advanced Metering Infrastructure
(AMI).
Iff we focus now on the communication protocols that enable the transition to
the
grid we observer three main protocols that are used for data exchange:
he smart gr
DLMS/COSEM and DNP3.

Fo
DLMS/COSEM
COSEM

w
ie
ev
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DLMS/COSEM
LMS/COSEM
S/COSEM is a widely uused communication protocol for metering devices.
DLMS
Language Message speciﬁcation" and describes a concept
S stands for "Device L
Langu
for modeling
communication entities; COSEM stands for "COmpanion Speciﬁeling of communica
communicati
cation for Energy
Metering" and sets the rules for data exchange with energy meters.
nergy
rgy Metering
M
The application
for DLMS/COSEM
nﬁ
ﬁelds fo
/COSEM are in electricity metering or gas metering within the commercial
& industrial envi
environment. Also other applications are
omm
feasible, for example heat or water.
DLMS/COSEM represents
architecture. In common operation
esents a client-server arch
mode the client is represented
ted by thee Head-End
Head-E System that connects to the metering
device, which represents the server.
mechanisms are also available
erver. Furthermore, pu
push mec
for sending information for the server
For example this needed
erver
ver directly to the cclient. F
when sending critical alarms from a metering device to th
Supervisory Control And
the Super
Data Acquisition (SCADA) System.
DLMS/COSEM deﬁnes the following for smart meter communicat
communication:
• An object model, to view the functionality
ity of the meter, as it is seen
se at its
interface(s)
• An identiﬁcation system for all metering data
• A messaging method to communicate with the model
del
el and to turn the data
d to a
series of bytes
• A transporting method to carry the information between the
hee metering equipment
equipm
and the data collection system

DLMS/COSEM speciﬁcation covers ﬁve ISO/OSI communication
n layers
yers that are
depicted in Figure 22. Speciﬁcally, DLMS/COSEM supports both HDLC
LC [21] and
IP [22] transport layers. The smart meter software provided supported HDLC,
C, Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) transports.
rts.
The P0 optical port (Figure 23) on some smart meters support IEC-62056-21 [23]
2
mode E, or DLMS / COSEM over HDLC. The protocol for requesting the meter to
enter mode E is the same as is described in the standard but in practice, timing was
an big issue in setting up the physical connection.
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Fig. 22: DLMS/COSEM protocol
rotocol
otocol stack

Security in DLMS/COSEM is speciﬁed through a data protection
otection security la
layer
that provides encryption and authentication mechanisms. Encryption
ncryption is based on
Elliptic curve digital signature (ECDSA) or Elliptic curve Diﬃe-Hellman
e-Hellman
-Hellman (ECDH)
key agreement [26]. The authentication mechanism includes three procedures:
rocedures:
dures: 1) no
security, where no identiﬁcation takes place, 2) Low Level Security (LLS),
S), where the
DLMS server identiﬁes the DLMS client by password and 3) High Levell Security
ecurity
(HLS) authentication, where both DLMS server and client and mutually identiﬁed
entiﬁed
ntiﬁ
by challenge exchange and veriﬁcation of the challenge result Figure 24 shows th
the
diﬀerent authentication mechanisms between a DLMS client and a server.
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Fo

Fig. 23: Smart meter ports that generate data
Fi

ew

Fig. 24: Authentication mechanisms between Workstation (DLMS client) and smart
sm
meter (DLMS server)
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DNP3
Distributed Network Protocol-3 (DNP3) is published by IEEE in 2010 and is a
standard based on the IEC 61850 standard, which deﬁnes a set of communication
protocols used in process automation systems, especially utility distribution, such as
electricity and water. The protocol is developed to assess communication in between
various types of data acquisition and control equipment, such as SCADA(s), Remote
Terminal Units (RTUs), and Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) [16].

Building automation system (e.g. ZigBee, BACnet)
4.3.4 Buildin

w
ie
ev
rR

Fo

Automation (BA) is designed to automate and control buildings‘ air
Building
lding Automati
conditioning,
oning, el
elevator, heating, lighting, and other smart devices via Building Automation
n System (B
(BAS) to improve the comfort and reduce the overall energy cost.
distributed control systems since there could be multiple
BA is a good example
examp of dis
gas/smoke
smoke
moke detectors, light,
ligh security,
secur temperature, water sensor in the building. Fiber,
Ethernet
communication is used to provide physical connectivity beet or wireless comm
communi
tween the devices.
es. Protocols like BACnet, ZigBee and various other widely used in
BA. BACnet (Building
Automation
Networks) leverages the ASHRAE,
Build
Au
n and Control
C
ANSI, and ISO 16484
16484-5 standard
rd protocols.
ZigBee is a short-range (10-100
10-100 meters) low
lo power (low energy consumption)
wireless communication protocol based on IE
802.15.4 standard.
IEEE 80

5 Conclusions

In particular, following are the main contributions
ributions of this chapt
chapter:

orks, especially IIoT are provided.
1. New advancements in the ﬁeld of industrial networks,
2. Security related implications and projections are
re provided.
3. Most of the prominent networking and communication
ation technologies are provided
provid
in a comparative way.

Authors of this chapter foresee that future industrial networks,
tworks,
works, especially their
t
IDSs, will take advantage of data streaming concept in their algorithms,
rithms, due to several
reasons: 1) To provide a rapid response by removing the necessity
y of the round-trip
messages in between the edge of the network and the server, 2) to
o decrease the
amount of traﬃc created hence causing less bottlenecks in the network, and ﬁnally,
3) to reduce the overall response time for the queries by processing the data
ata closer
to the source.
As a conclusion, future industrial and IIoT networks will beneﬁt from various
emerging advanced technologies such as LoRa, Nb-IoT, 5G, SDN, SDR, Fog/Edge,
etc., to be able to implement the needs of the Industry 4.0 such as remote observing,
monitoring, and commanding features along with the Digital Twin.
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